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of a phantom abstraction that enhances the

understandability of the literate program and when used

in conjunction with the browser greatly extends the

capabilities of AOPS. We also discuss how the design of

AOPS supports extension of the concept of literate

programming to encompass the entire software life cycle.

Finally we describe an experiment which showed that

literate programs contain more documentation than

traditional programs.
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AOPS: An Abstraction Oriented

Programming System For Literate Programming

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Donald Knuth introduced the concept of literate

programming as a method to improve the quality of

computer software in 1984 [Knuth 1984]. The main goal

of literate programming is to present a technique for

coding software systems that promotes readability and

comprehension. However, the practice of literate

programming is not widespread because existing literate

programming systems have some undesirable

characteristics such as programming language and text

processor dependence and lack of flexible tools for

viewing and manipulation of the source file. In

addition, although advantages such as programmers are

more likely to document their programs and the

documentation is more likely to be up-to-date are often

attributed to literate programming, no empirical

evidence can be found in the literature to support these

claims of literate programming.

This dissertation describes the literate
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programming system AOPS which addresses the undesirable

characteristics of existing literate programming systems

cited in the literature in an attempt to promote

literate programming. It then describes an experiment

and reports its result which provides empirical support

to one particular claim of literate programming. In

this introductory chapter, I describe the problem,

outline the solution approach, and provide an overview

of the dissertation.

1.1 The Problem

1.1.1 Lack of Flexible Literate Programming Systems

Knuth coined the term "literate programming" to

emphasize writing code that is intended to be read by

humans [Knuth 1984]. He believes programmers should

concentrate on writing programs that explain to human

beings what they want the computer to do. He presented

his WEB system as an example literate programming system

[Knuth 1983].

WEB consists of a high level programming language,

a typesetting language, and WEB commands to control the

relationship between the two languages and to allow for

modularization. Using WEB, a programmer writes a single
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source file containing both the documentation and

program code. The WEAVE program of WEB transforms the

source file into a form that can be processed by a

document formatter. (TEX in WEB's case, thus the WEB

user can utilize the full power of the TEX typesetting

system in composing documentation.) The TANGLE program

of WEB transforms the source file into a form that can

be input to a compiler. (Pascal in WEB's case.)

The major contributions of WEB are [Lecarme 1985,

Thimbleby 1986, Brown 1988a]:

a. Encourages an expository style of writing.

b. Allows one to present programs in a fashion tailored

for human understanding. Either top down or bottom

up or any approach can be used, whatever order best

describes the program logic.

c. Encourages consistent and up-to-date documentation.

However, in spite of these advantages of literate

programming, it has not been widely accepted by the

programming community because of the following

undesirable characteristics which WEB possesses:

a. Programming language dependent [Lecarme 1985,

Avenarius 1990, Cordes 1991], and typesetting

language dependent [Lecarme 1985, Avenarius 1990,

Cordes 1991].
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To use one of the existing systems, a programmer may

have to learn a new programming language, a new text

processing language, as well as the commands and

syntax of the literate programming system itself.

While the learning of the new languages may not be

unreasonable, the requirement that a programmer

wanting to practice literate programming must give up

his or her favorite programming language and text

processor certainly has discouraged a lot of

potential literate programmers.

b. The tree structure of the program and its

documentation is barely visible [Lecarme 1985, Tung

1989, Wu 1989].

c. Lack of features to encourage diagrammatic

documentation [Bentley 1986b, Lins 1989a, Tung 1989].

d. Lack of flexibility and control over what is

presented. Limited user control over display of

information. Inability to suppress irrelevant

details. Too much commenting may obscure program

reading. [VanWyk 1987b, VanWyk 1989, Lindsay 1989].

"A textbook, and a useful program, simply have

different purposes. For example, a program which is

'explained' at considerable length, may in fact be

poorly documented--from the viewpoint of a person

wishing to know some quite reasonable postcondition

of a certain procedure." [Lindsay 1989] Professional
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literate programming systems should therefore provide

flexible tools to allow programmers to select what is

presented and what is suppressed.

e. Difficult to navigate through WEB source file online

[Avenarius 1990, Brown 1988a, Brown 1988b, Brown

1990a, Lins 1989a].

Several WEB-like literate programming systems have

been developed since 1984, perhaps adding or subtracting

a few features, or working with different programming

languages and typesetting systems:

a. FWEB uses the FORTRAN programming language and the

TEX typesetting language [Avenarius 1990].

b. WYSIWYG is programming language independent but uses

MacWrite [Gurari 1991].

c. LC++ uses C++ but it does not allow any typesetting

language to be used [Hyman 1990].

d. An environment for literate Smalltalk programming

uses Smalltalk and the Galley editor [Reenskaug

1989].

e. CWEB uses the C programming language and troff

[Thimbleby 1986].

f. HSD uses the C programming language and LATEX [Tung

1989].

g. AWEB uses the ADA programming language and TEX [Wu

1989].
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These systems have responded to some of the

criticisms of WEB and have made certain improvements as

shown in Figure 1. An 'x' in row i and column j in

Figure 1 means literate programming system j has made

the improvement described by row i. It should be noted

that extensions have also been made to WEB to remove

some of the criticisms:

a. A browser for browsing WEB documents has been

implemented [Brown 1988a, Brown 1988b, Brown 1990a].

b. A program called SPIDER has been developed which can

generate new WEB systems that use different

programming languages other than Pascal [Ramsey

1989]. (However, it does not address the text

processor dependency issue and it lacks the full

generality to cope with programming languages that

require a fixed input format with semantically

significant column numbers [Avenarius 1990].)

The sparsity of Figure 1 clearly shows that no

existing literate programming system overcomes more than

two of the undesirable characteristics of WEB. In order

to promote the concept and practice of literate

programming, we need a literate programming system that

addresses all six of the undesirable characteristics.
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Figure 1. Improvements Made by Existing Literate
Programming Systems.

Literate Programming System
FWEB WYSIWYG LC++ Smalltalk CWEB HSD AWEB WEB

programming
language x x
independent

typesetting
language
independent

visible x
araph
structure

encourage
diagram- x
matic
document-
ation

flexibility

online
browsing x x x x
tool

1.1.2 Lack of Empirical Support for Literate Programming

The following advantages are often attributed to

literate programming [Avenarius 1990, Bentley 1986a,

Cordes 1991, Gurari 1991, Hyman 1990, Lecarme 1985,

Thimbleby 1986, Tung 1989, Wu 1989):

a. Programmers are more likely to document their

programs.

b. The documentation is likely to be up-to-date.
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c. Programs are more understandable.

Several programming groups have developed projects

using various literate programming systems and although

they found disadvantages using these systems, they all

reported that the literate programming style indeed

nrovided the above mentioned advantages.

Ramsey and Marceau used WEB on a team project to

write a 33,000 line program, Penelope [Ramsey 1991).

Unlike other WEB programs, Penelope was not intended to

be published. They used WEB in the hope that both the

team and its final product would benefit from the

advantages often attributed to literate programming.

"We believe that literate programming helped
us substantially. .... A programmer who has
used standard software development systems at
an international computer manufacturing
company reports that a key difference in
Penelope was that the documentation was used,
precisely because of its proximity to the
source code. .... The programmers have been
surprised at how easily they have extended and
modified one another's work. For example, an
editor for constructing proofs was implemented
by a programmer who then left the project.
The programmer who took over the job of
maintaining the proof constructor read the
program in two hours and found herself well
prepared to change the code." [Ramsey 1991].

Reenskaug and Skaar also reported on some of their

experiences with literate programming [Reenskaug 1989].
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At the Center for Industrial Research, a group of about

10 to 15 programmers using the environment for literate

Smalltalk programming to develop products.

"Our experience showed an added benefit,
namely that the literate programming
environment was an active aid in the problem
solving process. The simultaneous programming
and documentation lead to significantly
improved quality of both programs and
documentation. .... It now becomes interesting
and possible to captuii not only the hard
decisions such as code and interface
definitions, but also the soft arguments about
the writers' understanding of the problem,
assumptions made, the considerations that
preceded the hard decisions, and so on."
[Reenskaug 1989].

Although no specific project was discussed, Wu and

Baker did find their experiences of using A-Web, a

variant of WEB using Ada, beneficial [Wu 1989].

"Experience with the A-Web system so far
proves that it is far superior to the
alternative, which is producing and
maintaining typeset documentation by hand,
separate from the source code." [Wu 1989].

Unfortunately, all of the above mentioned

observations are based on subjective comparisons of

experience the personnel had on projects using a

literate programming system with their experience on

other projects not using a literate programming system.

To the best of the knowledge of this author, no such

observations have been made based on measurements and
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experimentation. Specifically, no empirical study

exists that demonstrates documentation does indeed

improve in a literate environment (Cordes91).

1.2 Solution Approach

1.2.1 Abstraction Oriented Programming System (AOPS)

AOPS is a literate programming system designed to

promote literate programming. It addresses all of the

six criticisms cited in the literature listed in Section

1.1.1 above:

a. It is programming language independent.

b. It is typesetting language independent. Thus a

programmer can use his or her favorite programming

language and word processor to write a literate

program.

c. The graph structure of the program and of its

documentation is made explicit. It provides a

multilevel table of contents complete with page

numbers and level numbers generated automatically.

These same level numbers are shown in the program and

documentation listings, as well as during online

browsing sessions to explicitly show the hierarchical

structure of the program and documentation.

d. It encourages inclusion of diagrams by providing a
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special place for graphical documentation.

e. It provides flexible tools (a browser AOB, a lister

AOL, and a processor AOP which extracts program code

from an AOPS source file) which give programmers

complete control over what is presented and what is

suppressed. In particular, AOL allows users to

select any subtree of the hierarchical tree structure

of the program and any level of that subtree for

listing. Either code or documentation can be

suppressed. A table of contents and index are

generated for that subtree only. Therefore a user

can print any part of the program, with a specified

level of detail. The hypertext browser AOB allows

the user to reveal any part of the program on a click

of the button while suppressing irrelevant details.

f. It offers a hypertext browser (AOB) which transforms

the source file into a threaded document for online

program understanding. At any time the table of

contents of the program under examination can be

popped up to aid navigation and to aid understanding

the entire system architecture. Any item in the

table of contents is itself a button. This provides

fast access to any portion of the program at any

time. Level numbers are also provided by AOB for

easy cross referencing and to find out where you are.
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AOPS is the only literate programming system that

addresses all of these six criticisms cited in the

literature. This is its first contribution. However,

AOPS is more than just a better literate programming

system. It has several unique features and applications

which extend its capabilities and contributions beyond

those of the existing literate programming systems. The

two most important of these are the ability to connect

related information scattered through out the program

together by the novel concept of phantom abstraction,

and the capability of supporting extensions to integrate

other phases of the software life cycle into the

literate programming paradigm.

1.2.2 A Literate Programming Experiment

Proponents of literate programming claim that it

improves program understanding because literate

programmers are more likely to include documentation and

the documentation is more likely to be up-to-date.

However, there is no empirical evidence to support or

refute this claim. Since this claim is multifacted, we

feel that the research should proceed in small steps.

First it is necessary to demonstrate that the literate

programming style indeed encourages more documentation.

Then a later experiment can be used to demonstrate that
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literate programs are easier to understand or more

likely to have more up-to-date documentation than

traditional programs. The experiment conducted in this

research deals with the quantity of documentation and

its result shows that literate programs contain more

documentation than traditional programs.

1.3 Overview of The Dissertation

Chapter 2 describes the concept of literate

programming and the example literate programming system,

Web.

Chapter 3 describes AOPS in detail and discusses

how AOPS addresses the undesirable characteristics of

existing literate programming systems.

Chapter 4 describes the unique features of AOPS and

discusses some of their applications that greatly extend

the capabilities and contributions of AOPS.

Chapter 5 first discusses some of the difficulties

involved in doing controlled experimentation in the

(literate) programming area. Then it describes the

literate programming experiment which supports the claim

that literate programs contain more documentation.
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Chapter 6 gives concluding remarks of this research

and discusses possible extensions to AOPS as well as

some future research projects.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATE PROGRAMMING

The ability to comprehend a program written by

other individuals is becoming increasingly important in

software development and maintenance. Studies have

shown that 30-90% of software expenditure is spent on

maintaining existing software [Zvegintzov 1983, Standish

1984]. Studies have also shown that maintenance

programmers spend about half of their time studying the

code and related documentation. This has led Standish

to conclude that the cost of comprehension of a program

is the dominant cost of a program over its entire life

cycle [Standish 1984]. Hence it is important that

programs be easy to understand and that methods of

promoting program comprehension should be encouraged.

One recent attempt at addressing program

comprehension is that of literate programming, first

presented by Donald Knuth [Knuth 1984]. This chapter

gives a brief discussion on the concept of literate

programming and Web, the literate programming system

developed by Knuth.
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2.1 Literate Programming

Knuth coined the term "literate programming" to

emphasize writing code that is intended to be read by

humans [Knuth 1984). He believes that the format and

structure of a program should be designed to communicate

primarily with the humans who read the program rather

than the computers that execute the program. The

presentation of the code should proceed according to the

mental patterns of the author/programmer rather than the

patterns demanded by the language and compiler. He

claims that programming in this way produces better

programs with better documentation.

With the focus on the human reader, the program

writing task can take advantage of the knowledge

available on the writing of literary works. For

example, the author of a novel, magazine article or play

must consider the intended audience. Obviously, the

resulting work will emphasize different aspects of the

subject matter based on the intended audience. The

literate paradigm recognizes that two different

audiences, human readers and compilers, will receive the

program. To address these audiences, the program is

processed in two different paths, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The Processing Paths in the Literate
Paradigm.

file.source-

processorl word processor
> file.human > typeset

listing

compiled
> file.machine > program

processor2 compiler

For the human audience, the source file containing

a combination of documentation and source code is

processed by a processor we have called processorl,

producing a document for typesetting. For the computer,

the source file is processed by another processor we

have called processor2, producing a program in the

underlying programming language suitable for the

compiler in a format that is basically unreadable by a

human.

Figure 2 illustrates one very important point

regarding the literate paradigm. When one programs in a

literate environment, one must be comfortable dealing

with three languages simultaneously. Specifically, the

programmer must not only know the underlying programming

language for writing statements that will be compiled,

but also the text processing language for writing the

text that will explain the actions of the program to
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those who read the program. Finally the programmer must

know the literate programming language for linking the

programming language statements and text processing

statements into a coherent document.

2.2 Web

To promote the literate programming concept, Knuth

developed the Web system as an example literate

programming system [Knuth 1983]. Web consists of the

high level programming language Pascal, the typesetting

language TEX, and Web commands to control the

relationship between the two languages and to allow for

modularization. Using Web, a programmer writes a source

file containing both the documentation and program code.

The Weave program of Web transforms the source file into

a form that can be processed by TEX. The Tangle program

of Web extracts the program code from the source file

and puts it into a form that can be input to a Pascal

compiler. This process is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The Processing Paths in Web.

file.web

Weave

Tangle

TEX
> file.human > typeset

listing

compiled
> file.machine > program

Pascal
compiler

The Web source file is composed of a set of

modules, each generally identified by a unique name. A

module in a Web program is designed to convey one

thought or idea within the overall program logic. There

is one module in the program that does not have a name.

This unnamed module functions as an anchor around which

the rest of the modules are positioned in that Tangle

will replace a module name in the unnamed module by the

contents of the named module. This allows programmers

to break a higher level concept down into a sequence of

lower level ideas and actions, thus capturing the

process of stepwise refinement.

Using these modules allows the literate program to

be expressed in a way not available to conventional

structured programming languages. As mentioned above,

named modules are pulled into the program as demanded by

the unnamed module. However, the place of the modules
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in the Web source file is completely arbitrary. The

programmer can place these modules wherever he/she deems

appropriate. Hence these modules can be presented in an

order believed to maximize program comprehension.

Web divides each module into three sections, namely

informal commentary, macro definitions, and program

code. Any of these three sections may be omitted but

they must appear in the order listed above. The

informal commentary section is an informal description

of what the program code or macro definition in the

module does or other pertinent information about the

code. The program code section can be given a name

followed by program text of that module. The program

text can contain programming language statements and

module names. When processed by Weave or Tangle, a

module name that appears within another module is

replaced with its program text. The macro definitions

section adds the declaration of macros to Pascal.

Macros can be simple macros or single-parameter macros.

Figure 4, 5, and 6 are excerpts taken from the

example Web program given in [Knuth 1984]. Figure 4

shows a portion of the Web source program. Figure 5

shows the program listing generated after Figure 4 has

been processed by Weave and TEX. Figure 6 shows
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portions of the program file generated by Tangle (since

we have not included the entire program here, the

ellipsis in the Tangled output stand for missing code).

Figure 4. Portion of a Web Source File.

\[The program text below specifies the
"expanded meaning" of '\X2:Program to print
$ \ldots$ numbers\X'; notice that it involves
the top-level descriptions of three other
sections. When those top-level descriptions
are replaced by their expanded meanings, a
syntactically correct \PASCAL\ program will
be obtained.\]

@<Program to print...@>=
program print_primes(output);
const @!m=1000;
@< Other constants of the program@>@;
var @<Variables of the program@>@;
begin @<Print the first Iml prime numbers@>;
end.

Figure 5. Weave and TEX Output.

11The program text below specifies the "expanded
meaning" of '<Program to print ... numbers 2>'; no-
tice that it involves the top-level descriptions of
three other sections. When those top-level
descriptions are replaced by their expanded meanings,
a syntactically correct PASCAL program will be
obtainedi

<Program to print the first thousand prime
numbers 2>

program printjrimes(output);
const m=1000;

<Other constants of the program 5>
var <Variables of the program 4>

begin <Print the first m prime numbers 3>;
end.

This code is used in section 1.
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Figure 6. Tangle Output.

{1:} {2:}PROGRAM PRINTPRIMES(OUTPUT);
CONST M=1000;f5:1RR=50;CC=4;WW=10;f:51{19:}
ORDMAX=30;{:19}VARO:1
P:ARRAY[1..M] OF INTEGER;f:41{7:1

BEGIN{3:}{11:} {16:}J:=1;K:=1;P[1]:=2;{:16}
{18:}0RD:=2;SQUARE:=9;{:18}
WHILE K<M DO BEGIN{14:}REPEAT J:= J +2; {20:}

END.{:2} {:1}

The informal commentary section is designed to be

written in parallel with the code contained in the

module. By identifying a location for documentation to

be placed in the module, the designer of the literate

paradigm hoped to increase the use of documentation by

the programmers. Instead of being appended as extra

information to the program, documentation is thus viewed

as an integral part of the program. Its omission,

rather than its inclusion, is what is most noticeable.

The typeset listing of a Web program also provides

a full index of all the variable names, module names,

functions, and procedures in the program. This is not a

new feature, but it is usually not an integral part of

the program listing.
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2.3 Remarks

The Web source file segment in Figure 4 illustrates

some of the tediousness in writing literate programs in

Web. Notice that the Tangle output (the Pascal program)

is unformatted and hard to read. Knuth did this on

purpose so that the programmer would not be tempted to

change the program without changing the documentation.

Knuth wanted all changes to be made to the Web source

file.
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CHAPTER 3

AOPS: ABSTRACTION ORIENTED PROGRAMMING SYSTEM

Abstraction Oriented Programming System (AOPS) is a

literate programming system designed to promote literate

programming. It addresses all of the six criticisms of

existing literate programming systems cited in the

literature listed in Chapter 1. In addition, AOPS

introduces the notion of a phantom abstraction that

enhances the understandability of the literate program

and, when used in conjunction with the browser, greatly

extends the capabilities of AOPS. This chapter

describes the AOPS system and shows how it addresses

those six criticisms. We will use portions of the 8-

queens problem as described by Wirth [Wirth 1971] to

describe the syntax and capabilities of AOPS and its

tools. The complete AOPS 8-queens solution is given in

Appendix A. Note that we follow exactly the design

approach developed by Wirth and capture almost verbatim

that entire portion of Wirth's paper which describes the

8-queens program in AOPS format.

3.1 Abstraction Oriented

An AOPS program is written in levels of
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abstractions. Each level consists of one or more

abstractions with the exception of the highest level

which consists of exactly one abstraction. An

abstraction has a name (hereafter referred to as AO-

name) which is a string of any characters of any length

delimited by a character not used in the AOPS source

file for any other purpose. We will use the 'ALT-I'

character as our delimiter. AOPS users can choose any

character to be the delimiter as long as it is not used

for any other purpose. The use of 'ALT-I' has a

pleasant side effect for us: it causes AO-names to be

italicized in a printed document since our word

processor italicizes any string delimited by 'ALT-I'.

Hence in this dissertation, AO-names are italicized.

For example, at the highest level, the abstraction 8-

queensprogram solves the 8-queens problem. This one

abstraction will be refined level by level until the

refinement consists of only the underlying programming

language constructs.

3.2 The AOPS Rules

An AOPS program consists of AOPS rules defining the

highest level abstraction and all the abstractions used

directly and indirectly by the highest level

abstraction. There are three basic kinds of AOPS rules.
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(For explanatory purposes it is easiest to think of an

abstraction as a conventional macro.)

3.2.1 The Code Rule

AOPS allows us to define the lower level

representation of an abstraction by using an AOPS code

rule of the form:

AO-name=code AO-body

where AO-body consists of legal statements of the

underlying programming language with embedded AO-names.

(We can think of an AO-name embedded in an AO-body of a

code rule as a macro call, which may occur before or

after its corresponding definition.) The code rule in

essence specifies the goal-plan structure of computer

programs suggested by Soloway [Soloway 1986]. AO-name

specifies the goal and AO-body specifies the plan used

to achieve the goal. Soloway's insight is that it is

important to disclose the goal-plan structure behind

computer programs to improve their readability. In

AOPS, this goal-plan structure is explicit to writers

and readers. For example, using Pascal as the

programming language, 8-queens program is defined as:
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8-queens prograni=code
program eightqueens;
var variables of 8-queens
procedures and functions of 8-queens
begin

8-queens solution
end.

The second level of the program consists of three

abstractions variables of 8- queens, procedures and functions of 8- queens,

and 8-queens solution which will in turn be refined.

3.2.2 The Textdoc Rule

To help readers understand the code definition of

an abstraction, a programmer should document design

decisions, alternate solutions, or anything that will

help readers comprehend the code refinement by using a

textdoc rule of the following form:

AO-name=textdoc AO-body

where AO-body is a string of any characters. The

textdoc rule (and the graphicdoc rule described below)

is completely invisible to the compiler of the

programming language in use. Hence an AOPS user can use

his or her favorite word processor to typeset the

documentation. For example, the textdoc rule for 8-queens

program is:
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8-queens program=textdoc
Description:

Given are an 8X8 chessboard and 8 queens which
are hostile to each other. Find a position for
each queen such that no queen may be taken by
any other queen, i.e., every row, column, and
diagonal contains at most one queen.

Mind:
none

Output:
The positions of the 8 hostile queens

3.2.3 The Graphicdoc Rule

One major criticism of Knuth's several literate

programs in [Bentley 1986a, Bentley 1986b] is the lack

of diagrams [Bentley 1986b, Lins 1989]. It is not

because one cannot incorporate figures and diagrams in a

WEB program, but more likely due to the fact that WEB

does not encourage programmers to include pictorial

documentation. AOPS, on the other hand, encourages

users to include pictures and diagrams by providing a

special rule for graphical documentation and allowing

users to use their favorite word processors to compose

the pictures. The graphicdoc rule has the following

form:

AO-name=graphicdoc AO-body

where AO-body is a pictorial illustration. For example:
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8-queens program=graphicdoc
One acceptable solution is:

fl

fl

11

fl

fl

fl

3.3 Free Style Modular Decomposition

AOPS imposes no restriction on the ordering of the

rules that constitute an AOPS program. Hence an AOPS

program can be designed and developed in an order or

style preferred by the programmer free of the

restrictions of the programming language syntax. An

AOPS programmer may break a task into subtasks, and

tackle the subtasks in whatever order he or she prefers.

This is illustrated by our ability to first develop 8-

queenssolution (see Figure 7). Note that the definition of

8-queens solution introduces two new variables CurrentColumn

and found. Hence we can declare them immediately

following 8- queens solution's definition as shown in Figure 7
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or at a later point. (We will usually not list the

associated textdoc and graphicdoc rules from now on.)

Figure 7. Code Definitions for 8-queens solution and variables
of 8-queens .

8-queens solution=code
initializations
CurrentColumn:=1;
repeat

find a safe square in current column
if found then begin

set a queen at found safe square
set current column to next column

end
else backtrack

until (CurrentColumn>8) or (CurrentColumn<l);
if CurrentColumn<1 then writeln('no solution')

else output the 8 queens' positions

variables of 8-queens=code
CurrentColumn

found

CurrentColumn=code
CurrentColumn : integer;

found=code
found : boolean;

3.4 Incremental Program and Data Development

AOPS allows the definition of an abstraction to be

extended as additional parts can be appended by later

rules. To append to an abstraction definition, one uses

the following rules:

AO-name=code+ AO-body

AO-name=textdoc+ AO-body
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AO-name=graphicdoc+ AO-body

The interpretation of the first rule is that AO-body is

to be appended to the current code definition of AO-

name. The interpretation of the other two rules is

similar. The ability to append to a definition is

convenient for incremental program or data development.

For example, it allows variables to be declared near

where they are first introduced instead of at places

dictated by the programming language syntax. To

illustrate this, we consider the code definition of the

abstraction variables of 8- queens in Figure 7. This code

definition only declares two variables. However, more

variable declarations can be appended to this rule at a

later point. For example, if we want to declare

variable QueenPosition later in the source file, we can

simply use the following rule:

variables of 8-queens=code+

Queen Position

Similarly, we can define procedures and functions

near where they are first called, instead of at places

dictated by the programming language syntax.

3.5 Program Evolution

AOPS has a rather unique feature in how it handles
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redefinition of an abstraction. To redefine an

abstraction, we can simply add the new rule to the

source file and relabel the old rule as oldcode,

oldtextdoc, or oldgraphicdoc (as opposed to code,

textdoc, and graphicdoc). Thus an AOPS source file

describes not only the initial program, but also traces

its evolution as the old definitions remain in the AOPS

source file. There can be more than one old definition

for an abstraction in an AOPS source file. However,

AOPS will complain if there is more than one new

definition. Note that the order of old definitions and

new definitions in the AOPS source file does not matter.

3.6 Embedded Program Design

It should be noted that if we want to use another

programming language to rewrite a given AOPS program, we

do not need to redesign a solution. An AOPS program has

the design of the solution embedded in it. For example,

if we are to rewrite the 8-queens program using C, all

we need to do is to rewrite those code rules which

contain Pascal's constructs in their AO-bodies to

reflect C's syntax. The design and documentation rules

are not changed. For example, to rewrite the definition

of 8-queens solution using C, we simply follow the design of

the rule given in Figure 7 but use C constructs:
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8-queens solution=code
initializations
CurrentColumn =l;
do { find a safe square in current column

if (found) {

set a queen at found safe square
set current column to next column

}
else backtrack

} while ((CurrentColumn>8) 11 (CurrentColumn<l));
if (CurrentColumn<1)

printf("no solution");
else output the 8 queens' positions

3.7 Development Of Large Programs And Reuse

When developing large programs, programmers can use

a separate AOPS source file for each function or module,

and then extract the code, compile it and link it with

other code files if the underlying programming language

supports separate compilation. Otherwise, programmers

can make use of a special rule called the include rule

to break a large file into smaller modules. The include

rule has the following form:

include="filename"

where includeis a reserved AO-name and filename is the

name of an include file. The AOPS tools will replace

this rule by the contents of the include file before

processing begins. Hence an abstraction and its

definition can be placed in a file which can then be

reused with the include rule.
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3.8 Hierarchical Structure of An AOPS Program

In essence, an AOPS source file is like a program

with a hierarchical directory system. Each abstraction

represents a directory in the hierarchy. The

directories are for organizing related components of a

program into meaningful groups for easy access and

comprehension. This directory system lends itself to a

tree structure which is how the abstractions are

represented internally by AOPS. The nodes of the tree

are the abstractions. Each node has five fields

associated with it: its AO-name, code, textual

documentation, graphical documentation, and level number

(put in automatically by AOPS) based on its position in

the tree. The children of a node are the abstractions

used by that node. The root of the tree is the highest

level abstraction. Figure 8 shows the tree structure

for the 8-queens program. Only two fields of each node

are shown: its level number and AO-name.

3.9 Tightly Coupled Code And Documentation

In AOPS, while the program code is structured into

levels of abstractions, the documentation is also

structured into levels which correspond exactly to the

levels of the code. The corresponding documentation and
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code are linked together under the same abstraction

name. This hierarchical organization not only provides

easy access to relevant code, it also provides easy

access to relevant documentation. Hence in AOPS, the

documentation is logically combined with the

implementation.

Figure 8. The Program Tree for the 8-queens Program.

0.
8-queens
program

1. variables
of 8-queens

2.

procedures
and
functions
of 8-queens

3.
8-queens
solution

-- 1.1 CurrentColumn
-- 1.2 found

1.3 QueenPosition
-- 1.4 lcv

1.5 EmptyRow
1.6 EmptyPositiveDiag
1.7 EmptyNegativeDiag
1.8 i

2.1 procedure TestSquare
2.2 procedure SetQueen
2.3 procedure RemoveQueen

-- 2.4.1 remove queen
2.4 from current column
procedure 2.4.2 no more square
regress in current column

2.4.3 remove queen
from current column

3.1
initializations

3.2
find a safe

--- square in
current column

3.3 set a queen
--- at found safe

square

3.2.1 examine
next square
in current
column
3.2.2 set
found to true
if examined
square is safe
3.2.3 no more
square in

- current column

3.4 set current
column to next column
3.5 backtrack
3.6 output the 8 queens'

positions
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3.10 The AOPS Tools

3.10.1 AOB (Abstraction Oriented Browser)

AOB is a hypertext browser which allows one to

browse through an AOPS source file by visiting the nodes

of the program tree. Each node (abstraction) of the

tree is a button. An AOB user can select any

abstraction to receive a menu with five items: code,

textdoc, graphicdoc, level number, and table of

contents. The user can then select any of these five

items to see the corresponding definition. Note that

selecting the table of contents menu item will cause the

tree structure of the program to be displayed. Each

abstraction in this table of contents is itself a

button. Hence one can find out where one is or can

examine any portion of the program at anytime by popping

up the table of contents. AOB usually displays the AO-

name of the highest level abstraction when first

started, unless the user specifies an abstraction from

which to start. Figure 9 gives a sample AOB session

which browses the 8-queens program.
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Figure 9. Sample AOB session.

8-queens program

click at 8-queens program

code
textual doc
graphical doc
level number
tablecon

click at textual doc

Description: Given are an 8X8 chessboard and 8
queens which are hostile to each other. Find
a position for each queen (a configuration)
such that no queen may be taken by any other
queen (i.e. such that every row, column, and
diagonal contains at mot one queen).
Input: none
Output: The positions of 8 hostile queens

click at

8-queens
v solution

code
textual doc
graphical doc
level number
tablecon

click
at
code

program eightqueens;
var variables of 8-queens
procedures and functions of 8-queens
begin

8-queens solution
end.

click at code

initializations
CurrentColumn:=1;
repeat

find a safe square in current column
if found

then beg in
set a queen at found safe square
set current column to next column

end
else backtrack

until (CurrentColumn>8) or (CurrentColumn<l);
if CurrentColumn<1
then writeln('no solution')
else output the 8 queens' positions



Figure 9 (continued)

click at Current Column
found

click at

EmptyPositiveDiag Queen Position
lcv
Empty Row
EmptyPositiveDiag

variables of
8-queens

code
textual doc

> graphical doc
level number
tablecon

EmptyNegativeDiag
i

[

click at code
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EmptyPositiveDiag: array [2..16] of boolean;

click at textual doc

>

EmptyPositiveDiag[k] is true if no queen is
positioned in the kth /-diagonal. The index
of this array is 2..16 based on the
observation that squares with equal sum of
their coordinates lie on the same /-diagonal,
and there are 15 /-diagonals.

click at graphical doc
v

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

x &

x &

x &

x &

&

&

#

x - EmptyPositiveDiag[5]
& - EmptyPositiveDiag[7]
# - EmptyPositiveDiag[15]
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3.10.2 AOL (Abstraction Oriented Lister)

Even with the latest workstation and hypertext

technology, programmers will still often make use of

hard copy listings. AOL can be used to produce from an

AOPS source file a listing that contains selected rules

of any subtree of the program tree. (The subtree can,

of course, be the entire program tree.) AOL takes three

inputs, the first is the AO-name that heads the subtree

to be listed, the second is an integer indicating the

number of levels of the subtree to be listed (0 for the

entire subtree), and the third is any combination of the

four letters c, t, g, and n signaling the inclusion of

code, textual documentation, graphical documentation,

and level number respectively. Hence readers can list

only that part of the program or documentation which he

or she is interested in. On receiving the user request

for a listing, AOL gathers the selected rules and

outputs them to a file. This file is then printed by

the word processor used by the AOPS user. Note that AOL

does not typeset anything. The documentation should

have already been typeset by the programmer using his or

her favorite word processor. Figure 10 gives the

listing which corresponds to the AOL input (procedures and

functionsof8-queens, 2, cn) . Figure 11 gives the listing
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which corresponds to the AOL input (QueenPosition , 1,

ctgn).

For each listing, an optional table of contents can

be requested which shows the hierarchical structure of

the abstractions defined in the listing. The table of

contents gives the level numbers of the abstractions and

the page numbers of the pages in the listing where they

are defined. In addition, an optional index can also be

produced which shows in alphabetical order, each AO-name

and identifier appearing in the listing and the page

numbers of all the pages where they appear. Figure 12

gives the table of contents and index for the listing in

Figure 10.

Note that sometimes an abstraction is referenced in

more than one place in a program. For example, the

abstraction removequeenfromcurrentcolumn is referenced twice

in procedure regress (see Figure 10). Since this

abstraction is used twice, it has two distinct nodes in

the program tree. These two nodes are called "shared

nodes" because they share the same abstraction. It

should be noted that in the original AOPS program there

is only one definition for removequeenfromcurrentcolumn. In

an AOL listing, however, readers will see two

definitions for removequeenfromcurrentcolumn which reflect
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the fact that there are two nodes for this one

abstraction in the tree (note that later references in

the listing refer the reader to the first occurrence of

the abstraction):

2.4.1 remove queen from current column=code
RemoveQueen;

2.4.1 remove queen from current column=textdoc
The procedure RemoveQueen is called to perform
this task.

2.4.3 remove queen from current column=code
see 2.4.1 remove queen from current column

2.4.3 remove queen from current column = textdoc
see 2.4.1 remove queen from current column

3.10.3 AOP (Abstraction Oriented Processor)

AOP extracts the program source code by expanding

the highest level abstraction like a macro processor

until the expanded definition contains no more

abstractions. This expanded definition is written to an

output file, which can be compiled and executed or

linked with other object files. AOP ignores

documentation definitions. Hence the documentation can

be modified without causing the code file to be

recompiled. Like WEB, instead of making changes to the

AOP output file directly, programmers should make

changes to the AOPS source file, then use AOP to
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Figure 10. Listing for (procedures and functions of 8- queens, 2,
cn).

2. procedures and functions of 8-queens=code
2.1 procedure TestSquare
2.2 procedure SetQueen
2.3 procedure RemoveQueen
2.4 procedure regress

2.1 procedure TestSquare=code
procedure TestSquare;
begin

found:= EmptyRow[i]
and EmptyPositiveDiag[CurrentColumn+i]
and EmptyNegativeDiag[CurrentColumn-i];

end;

2.2 procedure SetQueen=code
procedure SetQueen;
begin

EmptyRow[i]:=false;
EmptyPositiveDiag[CurrentColumn+i] :=false;
EmptyNegativeDiag[CurrentColumn-i] :=false;

end;

2.3 procedure RemoveQueen=code
procedure RemoveQueen;
begin

EmptyRow[i]:=true;
EmptyPositiveDiag[CurrentColumn+i] :=true;
EmptyNegativeDiag[CurrentColumn-i] :=true;

end;

2.4 procedure regress=c ode
procedure regress;
begin

CurrentColumn:=CurrentColumn-1;
i:=QueenPosition[CurrentColumn];
if CurrentColumn>=1 then

begin
2.4.1 remove queen from current column
if 2.4.2 no more square in current column then

begin
CurrentColumn:=CurrentColumn-1;
i:=QueenPosition[CurrentColumn];
if CurrentColumn>=1

then 2.4.3 remove queen from current column
end

end
end;
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Figure 11. Listing for (Queen Position, 1, ctgn).

1.3 QueenPosition=code
QueenPosition : array [1..8] of integer;

1.3 QueenPosition=textdoc
QueenPosition[j] is the position of the queen at the
jth column. For example, QueenPosition[1]=3 means
the position of the queen on the first column is at
row 3, QueenPosition[4]:=6 means the position of the
queen on the fourth column is at row 6. We could use
instead an 8X8 boolean matrix B such that B[i,j] is
true if there is a queen on at B(i,j). However, this
representation is not as suitable as the one we have
chosen in terms of simplicity of later instructions
as well as storage economy.
Note 0 <= QueenPosition[i] <= 8.

1.3 QueenPosition=graphicdoc
QueenPosition:

2 3 7 8 6 4 1 5

1 Represents
V

11
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Figure 12. Table of contents and index.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Abstraction Page

2. procedures and functions of 8-queens 1
2.1 procedure TestSquare 1

2.2 procedure SetQueen 1

2.3 procedure RemoveQueen 1

2.4procedure regress 1

INDEX

Abstraction Page
- - --

no more square in current column 1

procedure regress 1

procedure RemoveQueen 1

procedure SetQueen 1

procedure TestSquare 1 .

procedures and functions of 8-queens 1
remove queen from current column 1

Identifier Page
----

CurrentColumn 1

EmptyNegativeDiag 1

EmptyPositiveDiag 1

EmptyRow 1
found 1

1
QueenPosition 1
regress 1
RemoveQueen 1
SetQueen 1
TestSquare 1
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retrieve code and recompile. In order to provide an

easy mapping between the source file and the AOP output

file, the level number of an abstraction becomes a

comment which marks the beginning of the corresponding

expansion in the AOP output file. In addition, AOP will

attach a comment which includes the corresponding level

number to mark the end of the expansion. Figure 13

shows portion of the output file generated by AOP when

it processes the AOPS 8-queens source file. Appendix B

gives the complete listing of the output file.

3.11 Phantom Abstraction

A phantom abstraction is defined to be an

abstraction that is invisible to AOP. In other words, a

phantom abstraction provides certain information that is

solely for the purpose of program understanding and is

completely invisible to the compiler of the underlying

programming language. This information can be code, or

documentation, or a means for programmers to navigate

through a program based on certain control flow or

program structure, or simply anything that helps readers

understand a program. Phantom abstractions can be

embedded within code or documentation, wherever they are

needed. Abstractions embedded within documentation

rules are automatically phantom abstractions, since AOP
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Figure 13. AOP output for the AOPS 8-queens program.

{0. 8-queens program}
program eightqueens;
var {1 variables of 8-queens}

{1.1 CurrentColumn}
CurrentColumn : integer;
{1.1 end}

{1.8 i}
i: integer;
{1.8 end}
{1 end}

{2. procedures and functions of 8-queens}
{2.1 procedure TestSquare}
procedure TestSquare;
begin

end;
{2.1 end}

{2.4 procedure regress}
procedure regress;
begin

end;
{2.4 end}
{2 end}
begin

{3 8-queens solution}
{3.1 initializations}
for lcv:=1 to 8 do

QueenPosition[lcv]:=0;

{3.1 end}

if CurrentColumn<1
then writeln('no solution')
else {3.6 output the 8 queens' positions}

for lcv:=1 to 8 do
writeln(QueenPosition[lcv]);

{3.6 end}
{3 end}

end.
{0 end}
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ignores documentation rules. Phantom abstractions

embedded in code rules must be explicitly indicated as

such by prefixing the abstraction name with the AOPS

keyword phantom so that AOP will ignore them. Note that

AOL and AOB do not treat phantom abstractions

differently. We will illustrate one application of

phantom abstractions in this section. Several other

applications of phantom abstractions are discussed in

Chapter 4.

One application of phantom abstractions is to

provide easy access to externally defined abstractions.

For example, it would be convenient if when examining a

procedure which uses a global variable X, that we could

click at X and see its definition (code and/or

documentation). It would also be nice if when examining

a procedure that uses global type Y we could click at Y

and see Y's definition. Indeed all these can be

accomplished in AOPS by linking a piece of code to all

its external definitions via phantom abstractions. As a

concrete example, suppose we are examining the procedure

SetQueen using AOB. Figure 14 shows how phantom

abstractions can be used to provide easy access to

externally defined objects.
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Figure 14. An Application of Phantom Abstractions.

procedure SetQueen

(click at

procedure SetQueen

code
textual doc
graphical doc
level number
tablecon

click at code

procedure SetQueen;
phantom SetQueen external definitions
begin

EmptyRow[QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]]:=false;
EmptyPositiveDiag[CurrentColumn +

QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]]:=false;
EmptyNegativeDiag[CurrentColumn -

QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]]:=false;
end;

We want to find out how the global variable
EmptyRow is defined, so we click at
phantom SetQueen external definitions

Empty Row
EmptyPositiveDiag
EmptyNegativeDiag
Current Column
Queen Position

click at EmptyRow

to see its definition

The phantom abstraction phantom Set Queen external definitions

simply gives a list of the AO-names of all the

externally defined abstractions used by procedure

SetQueen. Hence its definition is:

phantom SetQueen external definitions=code
Empty Row
EmptyPositiveDiag
EmptyNegativeDiag
Current Column
Queen Position
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The code and documentation of these externally

defined abstractions need not be repeated since they

already exist somewhere in the source file. All we need

to provide are the proper AO-names so that AOB knows

where to find them. By grouping all these externally

defined abstractions under one phantom abstraction,

there will be no code generated for them, hence the

compiler will not complain. Yet we can use AOB or AOL

to examine their definitions easily.

3.12 Implementation

Prototypes for AOP, AOL, and AOB have been

implemented for the IBM-PC and compatibles. They were

developed using AOPS itself. The programming language

used was C and the formatting language used was PC-

WRITE. The numbers of non-blank source lines for AOP,

AOL, and AOB are 1502, 1647, and 2650 respectively.

When the AOPS tools are invoked, they consult an

environment file for the following information:

a. The character used as delimiter for AO-names.

b. The characters used as comment delimiter in the

programming language.

c. A list of identifiers that are not to appear in the

index. (This usually consists of the keywords of the

programming language used.)
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3.13 Summary

AOPS is a literate programming system designed to

promote literate programming. It addresses all of the

six criticisms of existing literate programming systems

cited in the literature listed in Chapter 1:

a. It is programming language independent.

b. It is typesetting language independent.

c. The graph structure of the program and of its

documentation is made explicit.

d. It encourages inclusion of diagrams.

e. It provides flexible tools AOB, AOL, and AOP.

f. It offers a hypertext browser (AOB).

In addition, there are several unique features and

applications of AOPS which are not available in existing

literate programming systems:

a. It introduces the concept of phantom abstraction

which has several important applications. We have

discussed one such application in this chapter, and

we will discuss more of them in Chapter 4.

b. It allows easy recording of program design history.

Thus an AOPS source file describes not only the

initial program, but also traces its evolution.

c. One of the design goals of AOPS is extensibility.

Hence AOPS provides a solid base from which to expand
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on the concept of literate programming. We will

discuss the extensibility issue in Chapter 4.

Needless to say, a general system like AOPS does

not handle specific details very well. One of its

limitations is that program code cannot be formatted.

Language-dependent automatic tools such as

prettyprinters [Oppen 1980] and visual compilers

[Baecker 1990] can be used to perform typographic duties

on program code. Another limitation of AOPS is that the

hypertext browser recognizes only ASCII characters and

does not understand formatting commands. Hence users

might want to strip the special formatting characters

from the source file before using the browser.
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CHAPTER 4

UNIQUE FEATURES AND APPLICATIONS OF AOPS

There are several unique features and applications

of AOPS which make its contributions beyond those of

existing literate programming systems. This chapter

describes these unique features and applications.

4.1 Phantom Abstractions

As we have pointed out, the implicit structure of a

program supported by all the existing Web-like literate

programming systems is hierarchical, as shown in Figure

15. Each node of the tree contains both the code and

its associated documentation. All existing literate

programming systems generate cross referencing

information automatically to help readers follow this

program structure. However, although this hierarchical

structure is better than a linear organization [Lecarme

1985, Tung 1989, Wu 1989], it is a very restricted form

of a web. (The use of the term Web by Knuth is to

illustrate the complex structures within the underlying

program.) It only shows the hierarchical relationship

between modules. There are other relationships between

modules that are vital for program understanding which
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must be shown explicitly. For instance, these other

relationships are important for a maintenance programmer

who usually does not have time to read the entire

program and must resort to an as-needed strategy to

understand the program [Soloway 1988]. Then if these

relationships are not shown explicitly, maintainers

might not know they ex4t, and hence might form an

incorrect understanding of the program. We need some

model to provide the interconnections between the

components of a program that are of interest to

maintenance programmers. Hence, unlike any other

literate programming systems, the program model used by

AOPS is an unrestricted web, as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 15. Hierarchical Program Structure of Web-Like
Literate Programs.

N1
I I I

N2 N3 N4

N5 N6 N7

Figure 16. Network Program Structure of AOPS Programs.
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The logical structure of an AOPS program can be

viewed as a collection of three isomorphic trees, one

for code, one for textual documentation, and one for

graphical documentation. Corresponding nodes of the

isomorphic trees are linked together automatically (e.g.

Cl to T1 and Gl, C5 to T5 and G5). In addition, AOPS

allows programmers to put in links to connect any pair

of nodes in this forest (e.g. C7 to T4, C4 to G2). The

key is that these links can be embedded anywhere in the

program, within code or documentation nodes and they

will not affect the correctness of the program. Hence

programmers can explicitly document the relationships

between modules without having to worry about the

correctness of the resulting program code. These links

are the phantom abstractions.

The hypertext browser AOB allows users to traverse

the unrestricted web from node to node, examining their

contents along the way, by following the syntactic links

of the structure chart or the phantom links with a click

of the mouse button. These phantom links can also be

listed using AOL. Phantom abstractions have important

applications in the areas of object oriented programming

and delocalized plans documentation as described in the

next several sections.
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4.1.1 Object Oriented Programming

It is believed that object oriented (00) approaches

to software development hold great promise for increased

programmer and organizational productivity. However,

several problems need to be addressed before object

oriented programming (OOP) can fulfill its promise:

a. Class Documentation

Documentation has been identified as a major

contributor to high cost of software maintenance

[Chapin 1985, Martin 1983]. A survey by Chapin of

maintenance personnel showed that they perceived poor

documentation as the biggest problem in software

maintenance work [Chapin 1985]. Poor documentation

has one or more of these characteristics:

nonexistent, incomplete, inconsistent, inflexible,

and difficult to access [Nakamoto 1982, Fletton 1988,

Martin 1983]. For 00 languages such as C++,

documentation for classes is particularly important

since OOP promotes reuse, and a programmer is not

likely to reuse code when its associated

documentation is incomplete, inconsistent, or

difficult to access.

b. Navigation

Managing class hierarchies is difficult without

browsing tools. Locating methods is complicated
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because the methods may reside in one of many places

within the hierarchy. The difficulty of navigating

through source code written in C++ or any 00 language

that supports inheritance is a serious impediment to

maintenance [Wybolt 1990].

c. The Yoyo Problem

While OOP is often touted as a solution to the

software complexity problem, overuse of inheritance

may simply replace one form of complexity with

another. Understanding the control flow of a program

that uses inheritance may require several multiple

scans up and down the inheritance hierarchy, which is

known as the yoyo problem [Taenzer 1989].

AOPS has the following advantages when applied to

object oriented programming:

a. Like any literate programming system, AOPS encourages

consistent and complete class documentation. Unlike

existing literate programming systems, AOPS allows

easy retrieval of documentation pertinent to a class.

b. AOPS allows effective browsing of the class hierarchy

by linking related classes together via phantom links

as described in Section 4.1.1.1.

c. AOPS provides the ability to collapse the class

hierarchy conceptually into a single class (hence
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mitigates the yoyo problem) by using phantom links as

described in Section 4.1.1.2.

4.1.1.1 Navigation

The following example (using the object oriented

programriing language C++) illustrates how AOB can be

used to browse the class hierarchies effectively. We

will not create a complete example program, but only

that part of the class hierarchy pertinent to this

discussion. The class hierarchy used in this example is

a subhierarchy taken from the Little Smalltalk class

hierarchy [Budd 1986], and is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Example Class Hierarchy

Collection

List
1

IndexedCollection Interval
1

Set Array Dictionary

ByteArray

String

Usually most users do not want to see every piece

of information of a class. For example, potential class

users may have little interest in private or protected

fields, and some users will not care about friend
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relationships. Therefore when creating a class, we can

use abstractions to provide a directory system for

managing and hiding information of the class. Note that

the contents of the classes in this example are made up

by the author for illustration purposes and do not

reflect the contents in Little Smalltalk. Figure 18

shows some of the rules created for this example program

and Figure 19 shows how AOB can be used to browse the

class hierarchy effectively. (In order to make the

illustration simpler, the menu that asks the user to

select code or documentation of an abstraction is

usually omitted.)

Figure 18. Example AOPS Rules

dummy program=code
class hierarchy
main

class hierarchy=code
class Collection
class List
class Set
class Indexed Collection
class Array
class byteArray
class String
class Dictionary
class Interval

class Collection=code
class Collection
{

public:
Collection public data
Collection constructors
Collection public methods
phantom Collection subclasses

} ;
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Figure 19. Effective Browsing of the Class Hierarchy

dummy program
click at

dummy program

class Collection
class List
class Set
class Indexed Collection
class Array
class ByteArray
class String
class Dictionary
class interval

click at
class Collection

class hierarchy
main

click at

class hierarchy

class Collection
{

public:
Collection public data
Collection constructors
Collection public methods
phantom Collection subclasses

Can click at say Collection public methods to see
what methods it provides and how to use them. But
since we are trying to show how to browse the class
hierarchy, let us click at phantom Collection
subclasses to see the subclasses of Collection.

class List
class Indexed Collection
class interval

class List:public Collection
{

public:
List public data
List constructors
List public methods
phantom List inherited methods
phantom List subclasses
phantom List superclasses

} ;

click at
class List

can click at phantom List subclasses to examine List's
subclasses or click at phantom List superclasses to examine

v List's superclasses
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Hence by clicking at the desired abstractions, we

can traverse up and down the class hierarchy and examine

the definition of any class, its subclasses, and its

superclasses. Note that since AOB is not designed

specifically with browsing C++ class hierarchies in

mind, AOPS users have to put in the hooks so that AOB

knows where to find a class' subclasses and

superclasses. For each class X, all we need to provide

are two abstractions phantom X subclasses and phantom X

superclasses giving the AO-names of X's subclasses and

superclasses respectively. For example, the rule

defining the abstraction phantom Collection subclasses of class

Collection is:

phantom Collection subclasses=code
class List
class Indexed Collection
class Interval

The code and documentation of these subclasses need not

be repeated. All we need to provide are the proper AO-

names so that AOB knows where to find them. By grouping

the subclasses under one phantom abstraction, there will

be no code generated for them. Yet we can use AOB or

AOL to examine their definitions easily.

4.1.1.2 The Yoyo Problem

Phantom abstractions can be used to collapse the
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class hierarchy conceptually into a single class to

mitigate the yoyo problem. From the viewpoint of a

potential user of a class, it does not matter whether a

certain method is defined locally by a class, or whether

it is inherited from a superclass. As long as the user

understands its functionality and how to use it, he or

she does not need to know where a method actually

resides. Hence we recommend that the description of a

class include documentation for each method intended to

be used with the class, no matter whether it is

inherited or not. In this way, the class hierarchy can

conceptually be collapsed into a single class (from the

viewpoint et a class user) in that all the information

needed to use the class (including that of inherited

methods) can be found at one place, namely the class

description. This conceptual collapsing of the class

hierarchy can be accomplished easily and nicely by using

phantom abstractions.

Suppose a user wants to find out how to print an

object of class Array. The user examines the definition

of class Array, and finds no such function. Next the

user locates the immediate superclass of Array,

IndexedCollection, and again finds no such function.

Finally the user locates the immediate superclass of

IndexedCollection, Collection, and discovers a print
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function and the search stops. All this looking and

searching can be avoided if we use the concept of

phantom abstraction, as illustrated by Figure 20.

Figure 20. Collapsing of the Class Hierarchy into a
Single Class

dummy program
c'lick at

dummy program

class Collection
class List
class Set
class IndexedCollection
class Array
class ByteArray
class String
class Dictionary
class interval

click at
class Array

class hierarchy
main

click at

class hierarchy

class Array:public IndexedCollection
{

public:
Array public data
Array constructors
Array public methods
phantom Array inherited methods
phantom Array subclasses
phantom Array superclasses

} ;

click at
Array public methods

v

insert an element into an array
delete an element from an array

since no print function is
provided by class Array, click at
phantom Array inherited methods



Figure 20 (continued)

print elements of an array
initialize an array

click at

print elements of an array

code
textual doc
graphical doc

click at
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Collection::print

Collek.tion::print

click at textual doc to find out how to use
the inherited print function, or click at
code to see how the function is implemented

Thus, to collapse the class hierarchy conceptually

into say, class X, all we need to provide is a phantom

abstraction giving the AO-names of all the inherited

functions of class X. The code and documentation of the

inherited functions need not be repeated in class X,

since they already exist somewhere in the class

hierarchy. We only need to provide AOPS the necessary

hooks (in this case the AO-names of the inherited

functions) so that it knows where to find the

information.

By grouping all the inherited methods of a class X

under one phantom abstraction phantomXinheritedmethods,

there will be no code generated for them, which is what
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we want. Yet the usages and meanings of these inherited

methods are clearly documented in the class

documentation, and their locations in the class

hierarchy and their code can be revealed just by a click

of the mouse button. Hence users of a class do not have

to yo-yo over the class hierarchy to look for a

particular method.

4.1.2 Delocalized Plans

In [ Soloway 1988], Soloway and his colleagues

conclude that it is important to document delocalized

plans. (In a delocalized plan, pieces of code that are

conceptually related are physically located in non-

contiguous parts of a program.) They conducted a

maintenance experiment and had the following

observations:

a. All subjects who adopted a systematic strategy (in

which they started at the beginning of the program

and documentation and traced the flow of the entire

program) made the correct enhancement.

b. About half of the subjects who adopted an as-needed

strategy (in which they studied only those portions

of the code and documentation which they believed

would be useful for constructing the enhancement) did

not make the correct enhancement because they failed
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to understand the casual interactions inherent in one

of the key delocalized plans.

The problem is, if a program is sufficiently large,

maintainers will not have time to use a systematic

strategy to understand the entire program. Rather, they

will use some type of an as-needed strategy. In such

circumstances, they often form only a local

understanding of the program, focusing their attention

on the portion of the code in which the repair or

enhancement is to be made. Thus if the interactions in

delocalized plans are not made explicit, the maintainers

might not know they exist, which can lead to an

inaccurate understanding of the program, which in turn

can result in incorrect program modifications. The

challenge is to provide documentation geared to those

who adopted an as-needed strategy.

Soloway and his colleagues developed a new type of

program documentation that explicitly identifies the

casual interactions in delocalized plans [ Soloway 1988].

They gave a small example in which the new documentation

was arranged in a loose-leaf notebook with the page on

the left hand side of the notebook containing the code,

while the right hand side containing the description of

the causal interactions in delocalized plans. Arrows
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were drawn from the description on the right to the code

on the left.

documentation.

Figure 21 shows part of this new

Figure 21. Delocalized Plans Documentation.

SUBROUTINE DELETE
(dbase, iptr, ichnge, name)

CHARACTER*60 dbase(200,7),name
IF (iptr.EQ.0) THEN

CALL errorl(name,'d')
RETURN
ENDIF

WRITE(6,*)'DELETE RECORD FOR:'
WRITE(6,*) dbase(iptr,l)
dbase(iptr,7)='deleted'
ichnge = ichnge +l
iptr=0
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE NAME:
DELETE(dbase,iptr,

ichnge,name)
PURPOSE: To change the

status of a record
from 'active' to
'deleted', causing
the record to be
ignored on a
subsequent search.

CALLED-BY:PDB
CALLS:ERROR1
IMPORTANT INTERACTIONS
WITH OTHER ROUTINES:

-- iptr will be 0 if
SRCH and SRCH2 were
unable to find an
'active' record with
the name specified
by the user.
After a record's
status field is
changed to 'deleted',
SHOW, UPDATE, or
DELETE that record is
disabled since SRCH2
only returns 'active'
records.
All of dbase is
written to disk just
prior to exiting the
program iff ichnge >
0. Since ichnge is
incremented, db will
be updated at end of
session by PUTDB.
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They went on to show by an experiment that this new

documentation indeed helped maintainers to make the

correct enhancement. (For example, with the help of

this documentation, the subjects realized that there

were interactions between subroutine DELETE and

subroutine SRCH, and hence knew they had to examine SRCH

as well as DELETE )

It should be pointed out that the emphasis of

Soloway's work is on demonstrating the importance of

documenting delocalized plans, and not finding a good

way to implement such documentation. Using loose-leaf

notebook and drawing arrows across the opposite page has

several obvious problems:

a. hard to do,

b. hard to keep the documentation consistent,

c. hard to keep the documentation up to date,

d. hard to locate and access the documentation by

maintenance programmers if the loose-leaf notebook is

not well organized, or if it is indeed loose,

e. hard to locate and access the various interacting

routines since the documentation only points out the

interacting routines but does not provide an easy way

for the maintainers to get to those routines (to

access information that is scattered over the entire
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program and documentation, a dynamic hypermedia seems

more appropriate than the static paper media).

We will show that AOPS provides a better way to support

delocalized plan documentation.

We can easily write subroutine DELETE and its

delocalized plan documentation in AOPS (see Figure 22).

No arrows need to be drawn since the association between

the corresponding code and delocalized plan

documentation is made by using the same abstraction name

for them. In addition, phantom abstractions can be used

to provide access to the interacting routines on a click

of the mouse button. All we need to do is to embed the

appropriate AO-names of the interacting routines (such

as subroutine srch) in the documentation. We do not need to

prefix these AO-names by the keyword phantom because

they appear in the documentation and are automatically

phantom abstractions. Since AOB treats every

abstraction (phantom or not) as a button, we can examine

the definitions of these interacting routines on a click

of the mouse button. Note also that by including

appropriate phantom abstractions subroutine pdb and subroutine

error] in the textdoc rule of subroutine delete, we can access

the called and calling routines by a click of the mouse

button.
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Figure 22. Delocalized Plan Documentation Using AOPS.

subroutine delete=code
SUBROUTINE delete(dbase, iptr, ichnge, name)
CHARACTER * 60 dbase(200,7), name
if record to be deleted not found, call errorl, return
delete record
update ichnge to indicate DB has been modified
iptr=0
RETURN
END

subroutine delete=textdoc
SUBROUTINE NAME: DELETE(dbase,iptr,ichnge,name)
PURPOSE: To change the status of a record from

'active' to 'deleted', causing the record
to be ignored on a subsequent search.

CALLED-BY: subroutine pdb
CALLS: subroutine errorl

if record to be deleted not found, call errorl, return =code
IF (iptr.EQ.0) THEN CALL errorl(name,'d')

RETURN
ENDIF

if record to be deleted not found, call errorl, return=textdoc
iptr will be 0 if subroutine srch and subroutine srch2 were
unable to find an 'active' record with the name
specified by the user.

delete record=code
WRITE(6,*) 'DELETING RECORD FOR:'
WRITE(6,*) dbase(iptr,l)
dbase(iptr,7)='deleted'

delete record=textdoc
After a record's status field is changed to
'deleted', a user will not be able to use subroutine
show, subroutine update, or subroutine delete to show, update,
or delete that record, since subroutine srch2 only
returns 'active' records.

update ichnge to indicate DB has been modified=code
ichnge = ichnge +l

update ichnge to indicate DB has been modified=textdoc
All of dbase is written to disk just prior to exiting
the program if and only if ichnge is greater than 0.
Since ichnge is incremented, the database file db
will be updated at the end of the session by the
subroutine putdb .
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AOPS, with the help of phantom abstractions and the

unrestricted web model, provides a good documentation

support for delocalized plans. This documentation

support has the following advantages:

a. Easy to carry out by the program developers (simply

link the scattered pieces of code and/or

documentation together via phantom links).

b. Easy to keep the documentation consistent.

c. Easy to keep the documentation up to date.

d. Easy to locate and access the delocalized plan

documentation by maintainers by clicking the mouse

button (see Figure 23).

e. Easy to locate and access the interacting routines by

maintainers by clicking the mouse button (see

Figure 23).

Figure 23. Online Delocalized Plan Documentation
Understanding.

subroutine delete
click at subroutine delete

SUBROUTINE DELETE(dbase, iptr, ichnge, name)
CHARACTER * 60 dbase(200,7), name
if record to be deleted not found, call errorl ,return
delete record
update ichnge to indicate DB has been modified
iptr=0
RETURN
END

click at if record to be deleted not
found, call errorl, return



Figure 23 (continued)

code
textual doc
graphical doc
level number
tablecon

I click at

code

IF (iptr.EQ.0) THEN
CALL errorl(name,'d')
RETURN
ENDIF

click at textual doc
(this is the delocalized plan
documentation)

iptr will be 0 if subroutine srch and
subroutine srch2 were unable to find an
'active' record with the name specified by
the user.

click at subroutine srch
(note that not only do we see the
delocalized plan documentation, we can
jump to interacting routines SRCH and
SRCH2 and back easily)

SUBROUTINE SRCH(. . .)

END

code
textual doc
graphical doc
level number
tablecon

click at
code

click at

delete record

WRITE(6,*)'DELETE RECORD FOR:'
WRITE(6,*) dbase(iptr,l)
dbase(iptr,7)='deleted'

click at textual doc
(again, this is the
delocalized plan
documentation)
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Figure 23 (continued)

can click at
subroutine show,
subroutine update,

subroutine delete,
subroutine srch2
to see their
definitions

code
textual doc
graphical doc
level number
tablecon

click at
code

After a record's status field
is changed to 'deleted', a
user will not be able to use
subroutine show, subroutine update
or subroutine delete to show,
update, or delete that record
since subroutine srch2 only
returns 'active' records.

click at

update ichnge to indicate DB
has been modified

lichnge=ichnge+1

can click at

subroutine putdb
to see its
definition
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click at textual doc
(delocalized plan

v documentation)

All of dbase is written to disk
just prior to exiting the program
if and only if ichnge is greater
than zero. Since ichnge is
incremented, the database file,
db, will be updated at the end of
the session by subroutine putdb.

4.2 AOPS and The Design Phase of The Software Life

Cycle

4.2.1 AOPS and PDL

A recent article by Cordes and Brown cites the lack

of integration of the literate programming paradigm into
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the conventional software development life cycle as one

of the major reasons why literate programming has not

been widely accepted [Cordes 1991]. Specifically, the

paper claims the paradigm has been restricted to use

within the implementation and the maintenance phase.

In this section we will demonstrate that AOPS

extends the literate programming paradigm to the design

phase. In particular, AOPS supports program design

using the Functional Design methodology expressed in a

Program Design Language. We illustrate this by an

example. Figure 24 shows two programs: the one on top

is written in a PDL, and the one at the bottom is

written in AOPS using Pascal. Notice the similarity

between the two programs. This clearly shows that one

can use AOPS to do program design. (See Appendix C for

a more detailed justification.)

Using AOPS, a program is gradually developed in a

sequence of refinement steps, just like in PDL design.

In each step, one or several instructions of the given

program are decomposed into more detailed instructions.

As tasks are refined, so the data may have to be

refined, decomposed or structured. It is natural to

refine operations and data in parallel particularly
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Figure 24. PDL and AOPS

binary search module:
while LOWER<UPPER AND NOT FOUND
begin

FIND MIDDLE ELEMENT
if MIDDLE ELEMENT IS KEY
then SET FOUND TO TRUE
else

if KEY>MIDDLE ELEMENT
then RESET LOWER LIMIT
else RESET UPPER LIMIT

endif
endif

endwhile

binary search module=code
while lower < upper and not found
begin

find middle element
if middle element is key
then set found to true
else

if key> middle element
then reset lower limit
else reset upper limit

end;

since algorithm structure is very much affected by data

structure, making an inferior decision about the data

structure at a premature stage could prove costly in

terms of later redesign. AOPS, like PDL, allow data

refinement to be done in parallel with operation

refinement. For example, at one level, we might have an

instruction to read an employee record:

read employee record x

At this stage, we do not need to worry about the

representation of the employee record x. Therefore we
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simply have the following declaration:

var x: employee record

When we refine the operation reademployoenmvnix, we can

refine the data structure of employee record at the same

time and we can do:

employee record=code
record

number
name
date of birth

end;

At a later stage, we can further refine number, name, and

date of birth.

Hence, AOPS provides an environment that is

suitable for PDL design. In fact, using AOPS to do the

PDL design has the following advantages:

a. One can use the AOPS tools to manipulate the design:

. A listing of the PDL design at any level of detail

can be retrieved by AOL. These documents can be

studied and used in the verification and validation

process subjected to criticism and review.

. A table of contents can be requested which shows

the hierarchical structure of the operations and/or

data structures defined in the design document

retrieved (which gives essentially a structure

chart of this portion of the program design). This

structure chart is always updated since any
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modifications to the design will automatically be

reflected in the structure chart. The level

numbers of the operations and/or data structures

are automatically generated to reflect their

positions in the hierarchy.

. An index can be requested which shows in

alphabetical order, each operation and each data

structure appearing in the listing and the page

numbers of. all the pages where they appear.

. AOB can be used to browse the design online.

. AOP can be used to evaluate early syntax of the

design to provide early prototyping and facilitate

early defect detection.

b. The use of modularity suggested by PDL design is

directly supported and encouraged by AOPS.

c. AOPS provides a strong bridge between design and code

by treating the PDL design as code and storing the

design and code in the same file. It is no longer

necessary to translate the PDL design into actual

code. The PDL design will be directly expanded into

its equivalent code automatically.

4.2.2 AOPS and Graphical Design Methodologies

Although the literate programming practice as

suggested by WEB implicitly assumes the Functional
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Design methodology, there is no reason why we cannot use

other design methodologies to guide the decomposition.

AOPS is particularly attractive when used with graphical

design methodologies such as SADT (Structured Analysis

and Design Technique) and DFD (Data Flow Design) to

guide the system design. Let us consider the SADT

design methodology which uses actigrams and datagrams to

describe the system architecture [Ross 1977]. Figure 25

shows simplified versions of what a datagram and an

actigram look like.

Figure 25. Datagram and Actigram

datagram:
generating

activity

actigram:
input

data

data element

activity

using

activity

output

data

An SADT design primarily consists of a set of actigrams

that describes the activities in the system, and a set

of datagrams that describes the data in the system.

SADT is based on abstraction. One can expand on an

activity box or a data box to reveal more detail at a

lower level. With AOPS, we can place these hierarchical

actigrams and datagrams in the graphical documentation
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of appropriate operation and data structure abstractions

in the AOPS program. Furthermore, we can use the

corresponding abstraction names for the generating

activity, using activity, data element, input data,

output data, and activity. By doing so, we have turned

these names into phantom links. For example, when

examining the graphical documentation of a data

structure, we can click at, say, the generating activity

and immediately jump to that activity to see how it

actually generates this data item. Similarly, we can

click at the activity of an actigram and see the next

lower level actigram. As a concrete example, suppose we

have this rule in the AOPS program:

commission=graphicdoc

compute commission prepare payroll
> commission >

We can click at compute commission or prepare payroll to see

their definitions (code and documentation and their

actigrams). In effect, AOPS merges the actigrams and

datagrams, allowing us to jump from an actigram to a

related datagram and vice versa. It also allows us to

traverse the actigram hierarchy and the datagram

hierarchy effectively. This provides the ability to
0

understand a program from various different view points.

And remember, we can always jump from the SADT design to

the program code itself and back easily.
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Not only can we use these other design

methodologies to guide our decomposition process and the

PDL design of an AOPS program, keeping design

documentation in the same source file as the program has

several obvious advantages:

a. It makes transition from design to code easy.

b. It supports keeping design consistent and up-to-date,

since a change in the code can be traced back and

reflected back into the design.

c. AOPS provides simple method of managing design

documentation which would be difficult to manage and

access if kept separate.

d. The design document of a large system can be

overwhelming. AOPS can generate design document of

any level of detail. These documents can be studied

and used in the verification and validation process

subjected to criticism and review.

4.3 Design History

AOPS has another unique feature among existing

literate programming systems in how it handles

redefinition of an abstraction. To redefine an

abstraction, we can simply add the new rule to the

source file and relabel the old rule as oldcode,

oldtextdoc, or oldgraphicdoc (as opposed to code,
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textdoc, and graphicdoc). Thus an AOPS source file

describes not only the initial program, but also traces

its evolution as the old definitions remain in the AOPS

source file. There can be more than one old definitions

for an abstraction in an AOPS source file. Not only

does this information help program understanding, this

feature appears to allow future extension of AOPS to

incorporate some kind of a version control subsystem.

4.4 Extensibility

Currently one can include the requirement

documentation, functional specification documentation,

etc. within the AOPS program, placing them in

appropriate graphicdoc and textdoc rules for consistency

and accessibility. An alternative is to extend the

types of AOPS rules so that we can have all information

generated at the various development phases available to

the maintenance programmers in a complete, uniform,

structured, and fully accessible form by making AOPS to

adopt a software life cycle model. For example, if we

adopt the life cycle model on the left in Figure 26, we

would have the corresponding AOPS rules shown on the

right in Figure 26. Such an extension itself is not

difficult to make. The major difficulties involved

would be to select an appropriate model and enforcing a
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consistent structure to all the deliverables in all

phases of the life cycle and to generate proper cross

referencing between them.

Figure 26. AOPS and the Software Life Cycle

requirement analysis > =req
specification > =spec
design > =design
coding > =code
testing > =testplan
maintenance

We can then view an AOPS program as a database that

contains all the deliverables of all phases of the life

cycle and we can use AOPS tools to manipulate and query

the database. Links will connect related nodes together

based on a certain relationship (relationships such as a

design node depends on a specification node, or a design

node depends on another design node). AOL, AOB, and AOP

will then become database query managers which

programmers can use to retrieve relevant information for

program understanding or compilation. For example, we

can ask to display all requirements, or display all code

generated by requirement x. All documentation will be

available for maintenance. It provides consistency and

traceability of the documentation of all phases of the

life cycle, both forward and backward. By incorporating

this extension, we can further integrate the literate
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programming paradigm with the other phases of the

software life cycle.

4.5 AOPS Aids in Reuse

We have already demonstrated one form of reuse

supported by AOPS. By setting up appropriate phantom

links, we do not need to duplicate nonlocal information

(code and/or documentation) in order to fully document a

local portion of the program for understandability

purposes. We simply use existing nonlocal code and

documentation. This nonlocal information can be easily

accessed by a click of the mouse button.

In addition, we can reuse a module by using the

include rule. The code, its documentation, and its

design should all be in the same AOPS file. Even if the

module is written in a different programming language,

we will only need to modify the low level details of the

code to reflect the current programming language syntax,

and can leave the documentation and the design part

untouched.

Keeping track of reusable modules and modules

containing programming cliches that are useful in many

applications can be a difficult and time consuming task.
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In fact, unless the library of reusable modules is

easily accessible, programmers may not even bother to

reuse a module or cliche. We need an online database of

reusable modules that is easy to locate, understand,

access, and maintain. AOPS can be used for this

purpose. Suppose we have n modules that can be reused.

We can use AOPS to set up a reuse library hierarchy as

shown in Figure 27. This reuse library can easily be set

up by including all the reusable modules in an AOPS.

database, then set up links from the reuse hierarchy to

point to the appropriate reusable modules. Notice that

this database is easy to use. Users can use AOB to

browse the database to locate possible reusable modules

and then examine the contents of these modules directly

to see if they can indeed be reused. Furthermore, this

database is easy to maintain. For example, to add a

cliche, simply include the module in the database and

set up a link to it from the appropriate directory. We

can even include the entire reuse database in with the

program being developed. This way we can browse the

program along with the database at the same time.
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Figure 27. An Example Reuse Library Hierarchy.

reusable modules
1

1 1

ADTs cliches
1 I

1 1 I I

stack queue file . . . . window
1 1

1 I I 1

1

module x .. module y

4.6 AOPS Aids Understandability of Programs

Documentation has been identified as a major

contributor to high cost of software maintenance

[McClure 1981, Chapin 1981, Fletton 1988, Nakamoto

1982]. A survey by Chapin of maintainers showed that

they perceived poor documentation as the biggest problem

in software maintenance work [Chapin 1985].

Poor documentation has one or more of the following

characteristics [Nakamoto 1982, Fletton 1988, Martin

1983]:

a. Nonexistent and incomplete.

b. Inconsistency between code and documentation.

c. Difficulty in finding information.

d. Not organized in a flexible manner. Within a

software maintenance team, there is invariably a wide

range of programmer experience, knowledge, and

ability. Documentation should provide understandable
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information for all these levels of experience,

knowledge, and ability.

There are a number of CASE tools available that

claim to satisfy the documentation needs of software

maintenance. These tools generate automatic

documentation in the form of reports by static analysis

of source code. Examples of documentation produced are:

control flow chart, data flow chart, cross-reference

listings, metric reports, call graphs, module hierarchy

chart, etc. All of this information is helpful to

maintenance programmers to become familiar with the

structure of a program and to navigate around the

program during maintenance investigation. What this

documentation fails to provide is insight into why a

particular program structure is used, or how the program

functions. It also fails to provide information on

other relationships between program components other

than these syntactical relationships (Fletton 1988].

Literate programming addresses the documentation

problem by encouraging complete and consistent

documentation. However, existing literate programming

systems often do not aid maintenance programmers to

quickly locate information they need. Often the

maintenance programmers must resort to reading all or
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most of the program to locate the information. However,

as we have pointed out, most maintenance programmers do

not have time to read the entire program. They rely on

an as-needed strategy to locate the problem area and

hopefully the programmer who wrote that part of the

program was careful and considerate enough to make all

the vital nonlocal information explicit at that problem

area. This is where AOPS distinguishes itself from the

rest of the literate programming systems by supporting

the unrestricted web model to encourage programmers to

put in these important information links to aid

maintainers. AOPS addresses the problem of different

experience, knowledge, and ability level by providing

flexible tools to isolate relevant information to any

level of detail desired. In short, not only does AOPS

encourages reliable documentation (up-to-date, complete,

consistent, accurate) like any literate programming

system, it also encourages easily accessible

documentation and reusable documentation.

In addition, hypertext technology has been touted

as a tool that meets a number of documentation needs of

the maintenance programmers [Fletton 1988, Blum 1988,

Avenarius 1990]. While some existing literate systems

do provide online browsing tools, they only assist

programmers to navigate through the program based on the
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syntactic hierarchical model of the restricted web and

do not permit direct jumping from one node to any other

node in the hierarchy. AOPS, on the other hand, allows

one to go from one node to any other node directly.

Each identifier within the source code could be made a

button. The key is, the same documentation you are

reading can be used to generate the program. This

guarantees that what you are reading is indeed the most

recent description of the program.

4.7 AOPS as a Teaching Tool

AOPS implicitly suggests the design methodology

Functional Design (FD) expressed using a PDL. Both FD

and PDL are widely practiced and taught in undergraduate

courses in programming. Since AOPS is programming

language and text processor independent, and the AOPS

syntax is PDL-like, using AOPS as a teaching tool will

not require existing course syllabus to be altered. In

addition, the PDL design of a program using a literate

system is embedded in the literate program itself [Brown

1990b, Shum 1990]. AOPS treats the PDL design embedded

as code and supports a smooth transition form design to

code. Students hopefully will no longer see PDL design

as an extra and nonessential step but as a natural step
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in the software development process, even for small

problems.
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CHAPTER 5

AN EMPIRICAL STUDY ON LITERATE PROGRAMMING

The following advantages are often attributed to

literate programming [Avenarius 1990, Bentley 1986a,

Cordes 1991, Gurari 1991, Hyman 1990, Lecarme 1985,

Thimbleby 1986, Tung 1989, Wu 1989]:

a. Programmers are more likely to document their

programs.

b. The documentation is likely to be up-to-date.

c. Programs are more understandable.

Several programming groups have developed projects

using various literate programming systems and although

they found disadvantages using these systems, they all

reported that the literate programming style indeed

provided the above mentioned advantages (see Chapter 1).

Unfortunately, all of the observations are based on

subjective comparisons of experience the personnel had

on projects using a literate programming system to other

projects not using a literate programming system. To

the best of the knowledge of this author, no such

observations have been made based on measurements and

experimentation. Specifically, no empirical study
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exists that demonstrates documentation does indeed

improve in a literate environment [Cordes9l].

In the hopes of obtaining empirical evidence to

support the claims of literate programming, we have

designed and conducted one experiment. We feel that the

research should proceed in small steps. First it is

necessary to demonstrate that the literate programming

style indeed encourages more documentation. Then a

later experiment can be used to demonstrate that

literate programs are easier to understand or more

likely to have more up-to-date documentation than

traditional programs. The experiment conducted in this

research deals with the quantity of documentation. The

literate programming system AOPS was used in the

experiment. AOPS was selected not only because it was

available, but it made the computation of various counts

and statistics easy compared to, say, WEB.

This chapter first discusses some of the

difficulties in doing controlled experimentation. It

then describes the literate programming experiment and

its results.
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5.1 Problems of Controlled Experiments

In a controlled experiment, a number of subjects

are enlisted to perform a task (called treatment). All

factors associated with the task are controlled except

those factors being investigated in the experiment. The

goal of the experiment is to attribute any changes in

performance to changes in the factors that have been

allowed to vary. In order to insure the quality of

their work, investigators must pay close attention to

methodological and validity issues when designing

controlled experiments. The paper by Brooks [Brooks

1980] gives a detailed discussion on three major

methodological concerns: selection of subjects,

materials, and measures. We will first briefly comment

on these three methodological issues, and then we will

look at some validity issues concerning controlled

experiments.

5.1.1 Methodological Concerns

5.1.1.1 Selection of subjects

The subjects chosen must satisfy two, sometimes

contradictory, criteria. On one hand, the subjects must

be representative of the population as a whole for
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generalizability of the experiment results. On the

other hand, the subjects must be relatively uniform in

regard to their abilities at the beginning of the

experiment to avoid the introduction of error variance

due to individual differences. These two criteria

become contradictory when the population is very

heterogeneous. In this situation, a representative

sample must reflect this heterogeneity; therefore

selecting a small sample size under this condition

entails a strong risk that subject differences will

obscure experimental effects.

One method to handle this subject variability

problem is to use enough subjects so that the chances

will be extremely small that all the low or high ability

subjects will fall into the same group. Unfortunately,

for many commonly used experimental methods, individual

variability points to using hundreds of subjects in an

experiment in order to gain sufficient statistical power

to produce significant results. This is complicated by

the fact that results based on student programmers may

not be generalizable to professional programmers and the

cost of using sufficient numbers of professional

programmers is unacceptably high.
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A second approach to this subject variability

problem is to assess the abilities of subjects prior to

their participation in the experiment and then either

group them on the basis of ability or adjust the

measurements of their performance in the experiment for

their initial ability level. Unfortunately, selecting

an appropriate ability measure is difficult. The

obvious choice, length of experience, may not accurately

reflect the difference in ability between two

individuals. An alternative approach would be to use a

pretest of programming skills to assess subject ability.

The difficulty of this approach lies in designing the

pretest and in deciding what to use as the pretest

measure.

The most viable solution to the subject variability

problem is the use of within subject experimental

designs. These designs are based on exposing each

subject to all levels of the experimental variables

under investigation. This requires careful preparation

of the materials used in the experiment. For example,

if subjects are to look at five different formats, there

must be five different programs and five versions of

each for a total of twenty five variations. The five

programs must be sufficiently different, or the order of

presentation must be varied (the latin square
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arrangement is a typical approach) so as to rule out any

learning effects. This could be important if exposure

to one treatment is likely to bias performance in any

way for another treatment. The advantage to this

approach is that the analysis is then based on the

relative performance of each technique with each

subject. The disadvantage is that it often requires the

preparation of large amount of materials.

5.1.1.2 Selection of materials

The most important criterion in the choice of

experimental materials is that they tap the experimental

difference being tested. If, for example, the

experiment is designed to assess the impact of good

structure on program modifiability, the material used

should vary in level of structuredness. The major

problem in achieving this criterion is to design

materials that are not too abnormal or artificial, since

then the experimental results are unlikely to apply to

the real world. In addition, the selected materials

should meet several criteria:

a. Programs selected should be of significant size.

Programs of less than 500 lines will usually turn out

to be toy programs and not realistic.
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b. If an experiment requires the use of several programs

in different conditions, then the programs must be

comparable in all significant respects except those

which are experimental manipulation. The difficulty

lies in deciding which aspects are actually

significant. In the absence of adequate theory, an

obvious approach for insuring comparability is to

match the programs on their intrinsic

characteristics, such as their length, the language

in which they are written, and the kinds of data

structures and variables which they use. An

alternative approach is to use some measures of

software metrics such as Halstead's software science

[Fitzsimmons 1978] or McCabe's cyclomatic number

[McCabe 1976].

c. The selected materials should be of an appropriate

level of difficulty in order to produce data with

desirable statistical characteristics.

5.1.1.3 Selection of an experimental measure

From the point of view of their effects on

programmer behavior, most innovations in programming

languages or techniques can influence the ease with

which programs can be constructed and/or the ease with

which existing programs can be understood. The
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experimental tasks used in these studies will therefore

be aimed at measuring changes in either or both of these

properties. Experimenters must be aware of potential

problems that could affect the quality of their work

when selecting such an experimental measure.

For example, to measure the changes in the ease

with which programs can be constructed, one measure is

the time taken to write the program. Experimenters must

be careful when designing an experiment using the time

measure. First, time must be measured in such a way as

to exclude irrelevant behavior. For instance, the time

taken to understand the task instructions should

normally be excluded. Second, not all parts of the

program are relevant to the hypothesis under test. For

instance, if the hypothesis is about control structures,

then including the time spent on I/O may give false

results. Third, time measures often have skewed

distributions, with the slowest subjects taking several

times as much time as the mode. This presents a problem

since common statistical packages require a normal

distribution. Common methods to avoid having a skewed

distribution include setting a time limit on the task or

throwing away the outliers.
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As another example, a possible measure for testing

program comprehensibility involves presenting a subject

with a program for some time interval, removing the

program, and then asking the subject to reproduce it.

The implicit assumption behind this task is that with

restricted study times, the easier a program is to

comprehend, the easier it will be to reproduce. This

assumption can be based on one of two models [Brooks

1980). The memorization-recall model assumes that the

subject learns the program from bottom up by organizing

his or her knowledge into ever-larger units. The

reconstruction model assumes during the learning phase

subjects extract enough information to reconstruct the

program. Which model to use will depend on the

experimental instructions. The memorization-recall

model is better if subjects are encouraged to be as

literally accurate as possible, while the reconstruction

model is more appropriate if the subjects are told to

write a program that is as close as possible to the

original. Note that the choice of a model will affect

the construction of experimental materials. For the

memorization-recall model, appropriate scoring

techniques will be ones that check for literal accuracy.

For the reconstruction model, appropriate scoring

techniques will be ones that compare programs on

underlying structure rather than on literal equivalence.
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5.1.2 Validity Issues

5.1.2.1 Internal validity

Internal validity refers to whether the difference

in the treatment is the reason for the difference in the

observed results in the groups. There are a number of

factors, called confounding factors, that may affect the

internal validity of an experiment [Conte.1986]:

a. History

During the experiment some specific external events

occurred that may have affected the measurements.

b. Maturation

During the experiment, some specific internal changes

occurred that may have affected the subjects.

c. Testing

Knowing that one is being tested may affect

performance.

d. Instrumentation

Changes in the measurement device during the

experiment may produce changes in the results.

e. Selection

The method used to divide subjects into two groups

may have inherent bias.
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f. Mortality

The rate of loss of subjects from the comparison

groups may be different.

5.1.2.2 External validity

External validity refers to whether the

experimental results can he generalized [Conte 1986].

The selection of subjects, materials, and measures plays

an important role on the external validity of an

experiment as described in section 5.1.1.

5.2 The Literate Programming Experiment

5.2.1 Hypothesis

Programmers are likely to include more

documentation, as measured by the ratio between the

number of comment characters and the number of code

characters, when using a literate programming system

than when using a traditional programming system.

5.2.2 Independent and Dependent Variables

The independent variable was the programming system

used: literate versus traditional.
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The dependent variable was the ratio (number of

comment characters)/(number of code characters),

although the ratios (number of comment words)/(number of

code words) and (number of comment lines)/(number of

code lines) were also computed and analyzed.

The reason that these ratios were used instead of

simply the comment counts is that the amount of comments

should be in proportion to amount of code. That is, it

seems reasonable for programs with more code to contain

more comments. Comment counts alone ignore the amount

of code. So even if literate programs are found to have

more comments than traditional programs, it could be

because they have more code than traditional programs

and not because programmers are likely to include more

comments using a literate system. The statistic

(comment character)/(code character) gives the number of

comment characters associated with each code character.

5.2.3 Design

In order to control the wide individual

variability, a within-subjects design was used so that

each person served as a control for his or her own

performance. Each subject saw both experimental

conditions.
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a. Subjects

The test subjects were students enrolled in a

senior level Computer Science class. There were 3

juniors, 10 seniors, and 3 post college for a total of

16 subjects with an average grade point 3.23.

At the beginning of the semester the subjects were

told they would be used in an experiment sometime during

the course. They were told that they did not need to be

aware of the experiment at all, and that they should

simply do their best to satisfy the requirements for

this course just like any other Computer Science course.

b. Procedure and Materials

As a part of the requirements for the course, the

subjects were required to learn and write some programs

using the literate programming system AOPS. All the

experimental materials were presented as part of the

course requirements. All the examples and case studies

discussed in class were presented in both the literate

and traditional styles with the same design and

documentation. The programming language used for both

the literate and traditional systems was C.
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One of the objectives of the first four programming

assignments in the course was to familiarize the

subjects with the traditional and literate systems.

Assignment 1 through 4 were four short modification

exercises, two using the traditional system, two using

the literate system. These four assignments were graded

based on correctness only and were returned to the

students immediately during the next class period.

Students who failed to complete any of these four

assignments were to be dropped from the experiment. No

student failed an assignment.

Programming assignments 5 and 6 were used for the

experiment. The subjects were randomly divided into two

groups, A and B, by matching the students according to

their overall GPA. The two students in each of the

matching pairs were randomly assigned, one to group A

and one to group B. Group A did assignment 5 using the

literate system while group B used the traditional

system. The problem specification of assignment 5 was

discussed after the assignment was handed out to make

sure every student had the same understanding as to what

the requirements were. The programs were collected on

the due date and then assignment 6 was handed out to the

class followed by a discussion on the problem

requirements. Group A did assignment 6 using the
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traditional system while group B used the literate

system.

Both of these assignments were to be done in a 10-

day period. The students were told that these two

assignments would be graded based on the project

guidelines handed out at the beginning of the

experiment. These same project guidelines are used in

all other programming classes taught by the author.

Nothing is added to or deleted from these project

guidelines for this experiment. A couple of things

about program documentation were clarified in class:

a. External documentation required for the literate

group consists of a table of contents and an index of

the program, whereas external documentation required

for the traditional group consists of the pseudocode

design. This is because the pseudocode design of a

program using a literate system is embedded in the

literate program itself (Brown 1990b, Shum 1990].

b. Both groups were to follow the same requirements for

internal documentation outlined in the project

guidelines.

Students were told that late programs would not be

accepted, and they were to hand in whatever they had on

the due date. Graded programs were not returned to the
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students until after the experiment. During that three-

week period when the students were working on the

programs, there was no class discussion regarding the

documentation for the program assignments. The

descriptions for assignments 5 and 6 are given in

Appendix D and the project guidelines are given in

Appendix E.

An effort was made to make sure the two problems

selected were of significant complexity and quite

different in nature. We would like to make the problems

to be size representative of a program that a

professional programmer might be called on to do or

maintain. However, doing two programs of such

significant size would not be feasible in a 3 credit

hours course. Furthermore, we decided that the testing

period should not be too long in order to limit the

confounding factors such as history and maturation.

Hence the size of the problems was selected based on

what is considered doable as part of a 3 credit class

and similar to several modules of a real world program.

5.2.4 Data Collection and Measures

The programs were collected on their respective due

dates. Programs considered not working were to be
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dropped from this experiment. Although there were some

programs that did not satisfy all the requirements, none

were considered to be severe enough to be dropped.

An AWK script GetCode was written which takes a C

program as input and strips all comments and blank lines

and writes the resulting program (code only) to standard

output. Another AWK script GetComment was written which

takes a C program as input and strips all C code and

blank lines and blank comment lines and writes the

resulting program (comments only) to standard output.

Each traditional program was input to Getcode and

GetComment and the output from these two filters were

piped to the Unix utility wc which gave the line, word,

and character counts for these two files, one for code

and one for comment. For each literate program, all of

its code rules were extracted (minus the comments in the

code rules) and input to wc to get the code counts, and

all of its textdoc and graphicdoc rules were extracted

(plus the comments in the code rules) and input to wc to

get the comment counts. The three ratios (comment

line)/(code line), (comment word)/(code word), and

(comment character)/(code character) were then computed

for each program. This data is shown in Appendix F.
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Several points about the counting should be noted.

First, subjects had to turn in external documentation in

the form of a pseudocode design for traditional programs

but not for literate programs. Since the pseudocode

design for a literate program is embedded as program

code and therefore will not be included in the comment

counts for ]iterate programs, we felt it was not fair to

count the external pseudocode for traditional programs.

Second, a literate program comes with a table of

contents and an index (generated by AOPS automatically

upon request). To avoid literate programming bias, we

felt that these literary features should not be counted

since they are lacking in the traditional programs.

Finally, the formatting characters in the documentation

part of the literate programs were not counted.

5.2.5 Results

The data collected is shown in Data I and II in

Appendix F and is summarized here in Table 1. We first

note that the observed mean of the amount of code is 257

lines, 669 words, 3925 characters for the literate

programs and 267 lines, 701 words, 4238 characters for

the traditional programs. Mann-Whitney U test was used

to test hypothesis about the population mean difference.

The result is not significant. In fact, results of
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Mann-Whitney U test indicate that there is no difference

in the amount of code for either assignment for either

version (see Table 2). This provides an even more solid

support for the ratios being meaningful.

Table 1. Average number of code and comment in line,
word, and character.

nonblank nonblank comment/code
sourceline commentline in
line word char line word char line word char

literate 257 669 3925 255 1569 9995 1.00 2.37 2.55
traditional 267 701 4238 247 1130 7554 .90 1.55 1.73

Table 2. Average Amount of Code per Assignment per
Method.

method lab line word character

literate 5 284 724.75 4055.75
traditional 5 298.63 785.38 4620.38
literate 6 230.13 614 3793.25
traditional 6 235.63 616.5 3856.25

The observed mean of the ratio (comment word)/(code

word) is found to be 2.37 for the literate programs and

1.55 for the traditional programs. ANOVA (analysis of

variance) was used to test hypothesis about the

population mean difference. The result is significant

with F=8.732, df=1, and p=0.006.
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The observed mean of the ratio (comment

character)/(code character) is found to be 2.55 for the

literate programs and 1.73 for the traditional programs.

ANOVA was used to test hypothesis about the population

mean difference. The result is significant with

F=6.967, df=1, and p=0.01.

The observed mean of the ratio (comment line)/(code

line) is found to be 1.0 for the literate programs and

0.90 for the traditional programs. ANOVA was used to

test hypothesis about the population mean difference.

The result is not significant.

5.2.6 Further Analysis

In an attempt to discover why the ratios of comment

words and characters to code words and characters were

significantly different but the ratio of comment lines

to code lines was not, we examined in more detail the

types of documentation of both groups. This was not

intended to prove that one of the groups uses a

different type than the other, but just to get some feel

for the differences in documentation for the two groups.

The data collected and used in this analysis is shown in

Appendix G and is summarized here in Table 3. It was

found that the average number of comments (a comment is
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defined to be a block of informal text that describes

one data structure or one block of code) for literate

programs is 32 and that for traditional programs is 67.

A comment in a literate program averages 8.52 lines long

and consists of an average of 53.1 words and 334.59

characters while a comment in a traditional program

averages 3.76 lines long and consists of an average of

17.51 words and 116.74 characters (see Table 3). Mann-

Whitney U test was used to test hypothesis about the

population mean difference between the traditional

programs and the literate programs. The difference is

significant as shown in Table 4.

Table 3. Average Number and Size of Comments.

average number in
traditional literate

number of comments 67 32
line/comment 3.76 8.52
word/comment 17.51 53.1
character/comment 116.74 334.59

Table 4. U Test of Average Number and Size of Comments.

dependent
variable U df p

number of comments 35 1 0.0005
line/comment 18 1 0.0001
word/comment 9 1 0.0001
character/comment 13 1 0.0001
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To explain this difference, we examined the

comments in both versions in more detail. It was found

that for traditional programs, there exists delimiter

type comments such as /* end of while */, /* begin if

*/. This type of comments was found to be rare in

literate programs. We decided to strip this type of

comments from traditional programs and reanalyze the

documentation. The result is summarized in table 5 and

6.

Table 5. Average Number and Size of Non-Delimiter Type
Comments.

average number in
traditional literate

number of comments 59 32
line/comment 4.02 8.52
word/comment 18.79 53.10
character/comment 125.98 334.59

Table 6. U Test of Average Number
Delimiter Type Comments.

and Size of Non-

dependent
variable U df p

number of comments 40 1 0.0009
line/comment 21 1 0.0001
word/comment 12 1 0.0001
character/comment 15 1 0.0001

Notice that even without the delimiter type

comments, the average comment in a literate program is
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still much longer than that in a traditional program.

Further analysis shows that 80.83% of the comments in

traditional programs are 1-line comments, and only 46.4%

in literate programs are 1-line comments. Traditional

programs also contain many comments that occupy part of

a line which describe what a certain block of code does

such as: / increment count */, and /* initializations

*/. This type of comment, like the delimiter comments,

is not typically found in literate programs since

pseudocode is embedded within the literate program.

Hence in literate programs, the number of comments is

significantly less than that in traditional programs.

On the other hand, comments in literate programs were

usually in paragraphs and occupied entire lines. This

explains why the ratio of comment lines to code lines is

not significantly different between literate and

traditional programs but the ratios of comment words and

characters to code words and characters are.

To discover what the "more" documentation in

literate programs is made up of, an analysis was done in

which each comment in both groups was examined and a

decision was made on whether the comment included a what

element, a how element, or an example. A comment

contains a what element if it describes the purpose of

its associated block of code; it contains a how element
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if it describes the algorithm used by its associated

block of code; and it contains an example if it gives an

illustration of what its associated block of code does.

The comment was also checked against its associated

block of code to see if it was inconsistent. (An

inconsistent comment is a comment that does not

accurately describe its associated piece of code.) The

data collected is shown in Appendix H and is summarized

here in Table 7.

Table 7. Analysis of Information Contents of Comments

number of comments that
include include include are
what how example inconsistent

literate all (512) 25 5 0

traditional all (1072) 0 0 0

All the comments examined in both groups were

deemed to contain the what element. For literate

programs, 25 comments (5%) were found to contain the how

element and 5 comments (1%) were found to contain an

example. No comment in the traditional group contained

the how element or an example. This finding was very

surprising since both groups were using the same

commenting guidelines and grading scheme for both

assignments. That both the literate and traditional

versions contained "what comments" follows from the
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grading scheme. What is surprising is that only the

literate versions contained "how comments" and examples.

This suggests that literate programming inspires more

substantial comments than traditional programming. One

explanation might be that the abstractions (embedded

pseudocode steps in other WEB-like systems) in literate

programs themselves describe the what element. If a

documentation rule (documentation module in other WEB-

like systems) is used for the abstraction, the comment

is likely to include additional information such as a

more detailed description of what is being accomplished,

how it is being accomplished, and examples. Note that

as indicated by the data, there were comments in

literate programs which did not include the how element

or examples. Most of those comments were found to

indeed contain a more detailed what element than their

traditional counterpart which usually only contained a

very simple what element.

This analysis found no inconsistent internal

comment in either group. An admittedly biased analysis

was done in an attempt to see if a literate system

encourages more consistent external documentation than a

traditional system. The data obtained and used in the

analysis is shown in Appendix H. Inconsistent

pseudocode were found in traditional programs.
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Inconsistencies found were missing steps, extra steps,

misspelled variable name, misspelled subprogram name,

and unmatched begin-end. For literate programs, since

the pseudocode design is embedded within program code

and is checked by the literate system, no

inconsistencies were found.

Finally, an analysis on the grades between the

traditional and literate groups was done. Although

grades are subjective, it is interesting to see how the

grades of the two groups compared to one another. The

grades for the programs are shown in Appendix H. The

observed mean of the grades is found to be 89.25 for the

literate programs and 89.81 for the traditional

programs. ANOVA was used to test hypothesis about the

population mean difference. The result is not

significant.

5.3 Discussion

While the experiment showed that literate programs

contain more documentation than traditional programs,

the analysis of the documentation revealed that there is

a material difference in the documentation between

literate and traditional programs. In particular,

comments in literate programs contain the how element
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and/or examples and/or a detailed what element while

those in traditional programs do not. This supports the

claim of many literate programming advocators that

literate programming inspires better (more substantial)

documentation, and hence more understandable programs.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

Existing literate programming systems have some

undesirable characteristics as cited in the literature

such as programming' language and text processor

dependence and lack of control over what is presented

which we feel have prevented literate programming from

becoming more widely adopted. We have designed and

implemented a literate programming system AOPS that

overcomes these undesirable characteristics and attempts

to make literate programming available to everyone.

AOPS differs from existing WEB-like literate

programming systems in its emphasis on the organization

of code and documentation and their easy retrieval and

management. The hierarchical structure of both the code

and documentation together with the concept of phantom

abstraction allow readers to quickly locate the desired

and relevant information. The unrestricted web model

supported by AOPS is good for many purposes, especially

maintenance since it provides a vehicle for making all

the vital nonlocal information explicit to the

maintainers working on some local problem area.
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The widespread adoption of literate programming

will depend on availability of usable tools. AOPS

provides a hypertext browser and a flexible lister. We

feel that AOPS is easy to use and simple to learn. Its

underlying concepts are well-known and understood. It

simply extends what the user already does in a smooth

effortless way.

This thesis presents the first empirical study of

the claim that literate programs contain more

documentation. The results of our experiment supports

the claim that a literate programming system encourages

more documentation than a traditional programming

system. Although this experiment does not attempt to

verify directly that literate programs are more

understandable than traditional programs, its importance

cannot be taken lightly. If literate programs are to be

more understandable, it must be due to the essential

difference between literate programs and traditional

programs which is verisimilitude (the process of

producing the code and the documentation simultaneously

and in the same source file) [VanWyk 1990]. Thimbleby

suggests that verisimilitude encourages more

documentation and consistent documentation (Thimbleby

1986]. Hence if literate programs are more

understandable than traditional programs, it must be
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because they have more documentation and consistent

documentation. Hence verifying literate systems

encourage more documentation than traditional systems is

an important step towards the goal of verifying literate

programs are more understandable than traditional

programs.

This dissertation lays the foundation for future

research in at least three areas.

a. The lack of integration of the literate programming

paradigm into the conventional software development

life cycle has been cited as one of the reasons why

literate programming has not become widely accepted.

We can extend the types of AOPS rules so that we can

have all information generated at the various

development phases available to the maintenance

programmers in a complete, uniform, structured, and

fully accessible form by making AOPS to adopt a

software life cycle model. We can then view an AOPS

program as a database that contains all the

deliverables of all phases of the life cycle and we

can use AOPS tools to manipulate and query the

database. Links will connect related nodes together

based on a certain relationship (relationships such

as a design node depends on a specification node, or

a design node depends on another design node). AOL,
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AOB, and AOP will then become database query managers

which programmers can use to retrieve relevant

information for program understanding or compilation.

All documentation will be available for maintenance.

It provides consistency and traceability of the

documentation of all phases of the life cycle, both

forward and backward. By incorporating this

extension, we can further integrate the literate

programming paradigm with the other phases of the

software life cycle.

b. The result of the experiment conducted in this

research supports one claim of literate programming,

namely literate programming systems encourage more

documentation than traditional programming systems.

More empirical studies are needed to verify the other

two claims of literate programming. One experiment

would be to verify that literate programming systems

encourage more consistent documentation than

traditional programming system. One design of such

an experiment would be to keep track of whether the

documentation is modified when its associated piece

of code is modified. Another experiment would be to

verify that literate programs are more understandable

than traditional programs. One design of such an

experiment would be to keep track of the differences

in scores of a comprehension test using the literate
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version and also the traditional version of the same

problem.

c. Some new CASE tools claim to provide traceability

between code, requirements, design, and documentation

for consistency and completeness. It is interesting

to note that their design philosophy is very similar

tc that of literate programming in that ultimately

these CASE tools seem to be encouraging

verisimilitude. Since the claims made by the

literate programming advocates are based on

comparisons between the literate programming style

and the traditional programming style, it would be

interesting and educational to compare the literate

programming style and the programming style using

these new CASE tools.
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APPENDIX A

AOPS 8-QUEENS SOURCE FILE

8-queens program =code
program eightqueens;
var variables of 8-queens

procedures and functions of 8-queens
begin

8-queens solution
end.

8-queens program = textdoc
Description: Given are an 8X8 chessboard and 8 queens
which are hostile to each other. Find a position for
each queen (a configuration) such that no queen may be
taken by any other queen (i.e. such that every row,
column, and diagonal contains at most one queen).

Input: none

Output: The positions of the 8 hostile queens

8-queens solution=textdoc
A solution to this problem must have only one queen in
each column. This means that all those configurations
with two or more queens on one column can be ignored.
Furthermore, observe that for a given solution, any
partial solution must also satisfy the required
condition. That is, suppose that for a given
solution, the positions of the eight queens are xl,x2,
x3,x4,x5,x6,x7, and x8. It must be the case that the
first two queens (at positions xl and x2) satisfy the
required condition, the first three queens satisfy the
required condition, and so on. Hence, we can first
find a partial solution xl, then extend this partial
solution by one step to xl,x2, then to xl,x2,x3 and so
on until we arrive at a full solution. Notice that a
partial solution that satisfies the required condition
may not generate a full solution. For example,
suppose the partial solution xl,x2,x3 satisfies the
required condition. However, we cannot find a
position x4 such that xl,x2,x3,x4 satisfies the
required condition. In this case, we have to
backtrack, that is, find another position x3' such
that xl,x2,x3' satisfies the required condition and
then continue. If a partial solution is extended all
the way to a full solution, we are done. If we
backtrack over the first column, there is no solution.
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8-queens solution=code
initializations
CurrentColumn:=1;
repeat

find a safe square in current column
if found

then begin
set a queen at found safe square
set current column to next column

end
else backtrack

until (CurrentColumn>8) or (CurrentColumn<l);
if CurrentColumn<1

then writeln('no solution')
else output the 8 queens' positions

variables of 8-queens=code
CurrentColumn

CurrentColumn=text doc
CurrentColumn is the index of the currently inspected
column. 0 <= CurrentColumn <= 9

CurrentColumn=code
CurrentColumn : integer;

find a safe square in current column=textdoc
Starting at the current square of inspection in the
current column (initially, the current square of
inspection of any column is square 0, which is not
part of the chessboard), move down the column until a
safe square is found, in which case the boolean
variable found is set to true, or until the last
square is reached and is also unsafe, in which case
the variable found is set to false.

find a safe square in current column=c ode
found:=false;
repeat

examine next square in current column
set found to true if examined square is safe

until (found) or (no more square in current column) ;

variables of 8-queens=c ode+
found

found=textdoc
found is set to true if a safe square is found in the
current column, it is set to false otherwise

found=code
found : boolean;
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examine next square in current column=textdoc
An array QueenPosition is used to store the positions
of the queens. QueenPosition[j] is the row position
of the queen in the jth column. For example,
QueenPosition[1]:=3 means the position of the queen in
the first column is at row 3, QueenPosition[4]:=6
means the position of the queen in the fourth column
is at row 6. The array QueenPosition is initialized
to zeros. By incrementing QueenPosition[j] by 1 we
are considering the next square in the current column
j.

examine next squar, in current column=oldcode
QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]:=

QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]+1;

variables of 8-queens=code+
Queen Position

QueenPosition=code
QueenPosition : array [1..8] of integer;

queenposition=graphicdoc

6 4 7 3 5 1 2 I
i

I

3

represents the following configuration of the
chessboard:

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

QueenPosition=textdoc
QueenPosition[j] is the position of the queen at the
jth column. For example, QueenPosition[1]:=3 means the
position of the queen on the first column is at row 3,
QueenPosition[4]:=6 means the position of the queen on
the fourth column is at row 6. We could use instead an
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8X8 boolean matrix B such that B[i,j] is true if there
is a queen on at B(i,j). However, this representation
is not as suitable as the one we have chosen in terms
of simplicity of later instructions as well as storage
requirements. The array is initialized to zeros.
Note that 0 <= QueenPosition[i] <= 8.

initializations=code

for lcv:=1 to 8 do
QueenPosition[lcv]:=0;

variables of 8-queens=code+
lcv

kv=c ode
lcv :integer;

set found to true if examined square is safe=textdoc
The procedure TestSquare is called to perform this
task.

set found to true if examined square is safe=code
TestSquare;

procedures and functions of 8-queens=code
procedure TestSquare

procedure TestSquare=textdoc
This procedure determines if the square denoted by
QueenPosition[CurrentColumn] is safe or not. Note
that the square is at column CurrentColumn, and at row
QueenPosition[CurrentColumn].

A square is safe if it lies neither in a row nor a
diagonal already occupied by another queen. The
following three arrays EmptyRow, EmptyPositiveDiag,
and EmptyNegativeDiag are introduced for the ease of
doing TestSquare.

EmptyRow[k] is true if no queen is positioned in kth
row. The index of this array is 1..8 since there are
8 rows.

EmptyPositiveDiag[k] is true if no queen is positioned
in the kth /-diagonal. The index of this array is
2..16 based on the observation that squares with equal
sum of their coordinates lie on the same /-diagonal,
and there are 15 /-diagonals.

EmptyNegativeDiag[k] is true if no queen is positioned
in the kth \-diagonal. The index of this array is
-7..7 based on the observation that squares with equal
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difference of their coordinates lie on the same \-
diagonal, and there are 15 \-diagonals.

usage: TestSquare

procedure TestSquare=graphicdoc
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

x x

x x

x x x x x Q x x

x x

x x

x

x

x

The queen at Q is safe if there is no queen at any
of the x's, i.e., if EmptyRow[3] is true,
EmptyPositiveDiag[9] is true, EmptyNegativeDiag[3]
is true.

procedure TestSquare=oldcode
procedure TestSquare;
begin
found:=
EmptyRow[QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]]
and
EmptyPositiveDiag[CurrentColumn+

QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]]
and
EmptyNegativeDiag[CurrentColumn-

QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]];
end;

variables of 8-queens=c ode+
EmptyRow
EmptyPositiveDiag
EmptyNegativeDiag

EmptyRow=textdoc
EmptyRow(k] is true if no queen is positioned in row
k. The index of this array is 1..8 since there are 8
rows.
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EmptyRow=code
EmptyRow: array [1..8] of boolean;

EmptyPositiveDiag=textdoc
EmptyPositiveDiag[k] is true if no queen is positioned
in the kth /-diagonal. The index of this array is
2..16 based on the observation that squares with equal
sum of their coordinates lie on the same /-diagonal,
and there are 15 /-diagonals.

EmptyPositiveDiag=graphicdoc
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

$ x &

x &

x &

x &

&

&

#

$ EmptyPositiveDiag[2]
x EmptyPositiveDiag[5]
& EmptyPositiveDiag[7]
# EmptyPositiveDiag[15]

EmpoTositiveDkw=code
EmptyPositiveDiag: array [2..16] of boolean;

EmptyNegativeDiag=t extdoc
EmptyNegativeDiag[k] is true if no queen is positioned
in the kth \-diagonal. The index of this array is
-7..7 based on the observation that squares with equal
difference of their coordinates lie on the same /-
diagonal, and there are 15 \-diagonals.
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EmplyNegativeDiag=graphicdoc
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

x $

& x

& x

& x

& x

# &

# &

# &

$ EmptyNegativeDiag[7]
x EmptyNegativeDiag[3]
& EmptyNegativeDiag[-1]
# EmptyNegativeDiag[-5]

EmptvNegativeDiag =ccde
EmptyNegativeDiag: array (-7..7] of boolean;

initializations=code+
for lcv:=1 to 8 do

EmptyRow[lcv]:=true;
for lcv:=2 to 16 do

EmptyPositiveDiag[lcv]:=true;
for lcv:=-7 to 7 do

EmptyNegativeDiag[lcv]:=true;

no more square in current column=oldcode
QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]>=8

set a queen at found safe square=textdoc
The procedure SetQueen is called to perform this task.

set a queen at found safe square=code
SetQueen;

procedures and functions of 8-queens=code+
procedure SetQueen

procedure SetQueen=textdoc
Setting a queen at the safe square amounts to making
the row, the /-diagonal, the \-diagonal which the
square is on to have a queen
usage: SetQueen
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procedure SetQueen=o ldcode
procedure SetQueen;
begin

EmptyRow[QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]]:=false;
EmptyPositiveDiag[CurrentColumn+

QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]]:=false;
EmptyNegativeDiag[CurrentColumn-

QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]]:=false;
end;

set current column to next column = oldcode
CurrentColumn:=CurrentColumn+1;

backtrack=textdoc
The procedure regress is called to perform this task.

backtrack=code
regress;

procedure regress=t extdoc
regress is called when a safe square cannot be found
in the current column. As a result, we have to
regress to a column where it is possible to find a new
partial solution. This means regress to a column
where it is possible to move the positioned queen
further down. The queens positioned in the columns
over which regression takes place must be removed. We
may have to regress over at most 2 columns, since
there cannot be two queens positioned in the last row.

usage: regress

procedure regress=o ldcode
procedure regress;
begin
QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]:=0;
CurrentColumn:=CurrentColumn-1;
if CurrentColumn>=1 then

begin
remove queen from current column
if no more square in current column

then begin
QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]:=0;
CurrentColumn:=CurrentColumn-1;
if CurrentColumn>=1

then remove queen from current column
end

end
end;
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remove queen from current column=textdoc
The procedure RemoveQueen is called to perform this
task.

remove queen from current column=code
RemoveQueen;

procedures and functions of 8-queens=code+
procedure RemoveQueen
procedure regress

procedure RemoveQueen=oldcode
procedure RemoveQueen;
begin

EmptyRow[QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]]:=true;
EmptyPositiveDiag[CurrentColumn+

QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]]:=true;
EinptyNegativeD jag [CurrentColumn-

QueenPosition[CurrentColumn] J :=true;
end;

procedure RemoveQueen=textdoc
The correctness of this procedure is based on the fact
that each queen currently on the board had been
positioned on a safe square, and that all queens
positioned after the one to be removed now had already
been removed. Removing the queen amounts to making
the square to be safe again, i.e., resetting the row,
the /-diagonal, the \-diagonal to have no.queen.

usage: RemoveQueen

output the 8 queens' positions=code
for lcv:=1 to 8 do

writeln(QueenPosition[lcv]);

variables of 8-queens=c ode+

i=code
i :integer;

i=textdoc
A careful examination of the program reveals that the
variable QueenPosition[CurrentColumn] occurs very
often, and in particular at those places of the
program which are also executed most often. Moreover,
examination of QueenPosition[CurrentColumn] occurs
much more frequently than reassignment of values to
CurrentColumn. As a consequence, the principle of
introduction of auxiliary data can be applied to
increase efficiency. A new variable i is used to
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represent the value so far denoted by
QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]. Consequently,
QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]:=i must always be
executed before CurrentColumn is increased, and i :=
QueenPosition[CurrentColumn] after CurrentColumn is
decreased.

initializations= c ode+
i:=0;

procedure TestSquare=code
procedure TestSquare;
begin
found:=
EmptyRow[i] and
EmptyPositiveDiag[CurrentColumn+i] and
EmptyNegativeDiag[CurrentColumn-i];

end;

procedure SetQueen=code
procedure SetQueen;
begin

EmptyRow[i]:=false;
EmptyPositiveDiag[CurrentColumn+i] :=false;
EmptyNegativeDiag[CurrentColumn-i] :=false;

end;

procedure RemoveQueen=code
procedure RemoveQueen;
begin

EmptyRow[i]:=true;
EmptyPositiveDiag[CurrentColumn+i] :=true;
EmptyNegativeDiag[CurrentColumn-i] :=true;

end;

procedure regress=code
procedure regress;
begin
CurrentColumn:=CurrentColumn-1;
i:=QueenPosition[CurrentColumn];
if CurrentColumn>=1 then

begin
remove queen from current column
if no more square in current column

then begin
CurrentColumn:=CurrentColumn-1;
i:=QueenPosition[CurrentColumn];
if CurrentColumn>=1

then remove queen from current column
end

end
end;
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set current column to next column=code
QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]:=i;
CurrentColumn:=CurrentColumn+1;
i:=0;

examine next square in current column=code
i:=i+1;

no more square in current column=code
i>=8
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APPENDIX B

AOP 8-QUEENS OUTPUT FILE

(*0 8-queens program*)
program eightqueens;
var (*1 variables of 8-queens*)
(*1.1 CurrentColumn*)
CurrentColumn : integer;
(*1.1 end*)
(*1.2 found*)
found : boolean;
(*1.2 end*)
(*1.3 QueenPosition*)
QueenPosition : array [1..8] of integer;
(*1.3 end*)
(*1.4 lcv*)
icy :integer;
(*1.4 end*)
(*1.5 EmptyRow*)
EmptyRow: array [1..8] of boolean;
(*1.5 end*)
(*1.6 EmptyPositiveDiag*)
EmptyPositiveDiag: array [2..16] of boolean;
(*1.6 end*)
(*1.7 EmptyNegativeDiag*)
EmptyNegativeDiag: array [ -7..7] of boolean;
(*1.7 end*)
(*1.8 i*)
i :integer;
(*1.8 end*)
(*1 end*)
(*2 procedures and functions of 8-queens*)
(*2.1 procedure TestSquare*)
procedure TestSquare;
begin
found:=
EmptyRow[i] and
EmptyPositiveDiag[CurrentColumn+i] and
EmptyNegativeDiag[CurrentColumn-i];
end;
(*2.1 end*)
(*2.2 procedure SetQueen*)
procedure SetQueen;
begin
EmptyRow[i]:=false;
EmptyPositiveDiag[CurrentColumn+i] :=false;
EmptyNegativeDiag[CurrentColumn-i] :=false;
end;
(*2.2 end*)
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(*2.3 procedure RemoveQueen*)
procedure RemoveQueen;
begin
EmptyRow[i]:=true;
EmptyPositiveDiag[CurrentColumn+i] :=true;
EmptyNegativeDiag[CurrentColumn-i] :=true;
end;
(*2.3 end*)
(*2.4 procedure regress*)
procedure regress;
begin
CurrentColumn:=CurrentColumn-1;
i:=QueenPosition[CurrentColumn];
if CurrentColumn>=1
then begin
(*2.4.2 remove queen from current column*)
RemoveQueen;
(*2.4.2 end*)
if (*2.4.3 no more square in current column*)
i>=8
(*2.4.3 end*)
then begin
CurrentColumn:=CurrentColumn-1;
i:=QueenPosition[CurrentColumn];
if CurrentColumn>=1
then (*2.4.2 remove queen from current column*)
RemoveQueen;
(*2.4.2 end*)
end
end
end;
(*2.4 end*)
(*2 end*)
begin
(*3 8-queens solution*)
(*3.1 initializations*)
for lcv:=1 to 8 do
QueenPosition[lcv]:=0;
for lcv:=1 to 8 do
EmptyRow[lcv]:=true;
for lcv:=2 to 16 do
EmptyPositiveDiag[lcv]:=true;
for lcv:=-7 to 7 do
EmptyNegativeDiag[lcv]:=true;
i:=0;
(*3.1 end*)
CurrentColumn:=1;
repeat
(*3.2 find a safe square in current column*)
found:=false;
repeat
(*3.2.1 examine next square in current column*)
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i:=i+1;
(*3.2.1 end*)
(*3.2.2 set found to true if examined square is safe*)
TestSquare;
(*3.2.2 end*)
until (found) or
((*2.4.3 no more square in current column*)
i>=8
(*2.4.3 end*));
(*3.2 end*)
if found
then begin
(*3.3 set a queen at found safe square*)
SetQueen;
(*3.3 end*)
(*3.4 set current column to next column*)
QueenPosition[CurrentColumn]:=i;
CurrentColumn:=CurrentColumn+1;
i:=0;
(*3.4 end*)
end
else (*3.5 backtrack*)
regress;
(*3.5 end*)
until (CurrentColumn>8) or (CurrentColumn<l);
if CurrentColumn<1
then
writeln('backtrack out of first column, no solution')
else
(*3.6 output the 8 queens' positions*)
for lcv:=1 to 8 do
writeln(QueenPosition[lcv]);
(*3.6 end*)
(*3 end*)
end.
(*0 end*)
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APPENDIX C

AOPS AND PDL

According to Pressman, any program design language
must exhibit the following fundamental characteristics
(Pressman87):
a. A fixed syntax of keywords that provides for all

structured constructs, data declarations and
modularity characteristics.

b. A free syntax of a natural language that describes
processing features.

c. Data declaration facilities that should include both
simple and complex data structures.

d. Subprogram definition and calling techniques that
support various modes of interface description.

AOPS provides an ideal match to the demands of PDL:
a. A fixed syntax of keywords that provides for all

structured constructs, data declarations and
modularity characteristics is provided by AOPS: it
merely uses those of the underlying programming
language.

b. A free syntax of a natural language can be used to
describe processing features. AOPS allows
abstractions to be embedded at any point within the
program. Abstraction represents a specification that
is to be realized by its implementation. The name of
the abstraction can be any phrase of any length.

c. A set of data declaration facilities that include
both simple and complex data structures is provided
by AOPS: it merely uses those of the underlying
programming language.

d. Subprogram definition and calling techniques that
support various modes of interface description are
supported by AOPS: it merely uses those of the
underlying programming language. Abstractions can be
nested. A nested module can be defined as a
subprogram with specified interface. The interface
can be checked by the compiler of the underlying
programming language.
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APPENDIX D

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE TWO PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS

Programming Assignment 5

Write a module that will perform various standard
input/output functions.

1. getint()

This function will skip white space and do one of the
following:
a. read in a sequence of legal characters for an

integer from the standard input file and convert
that sequence of characters into an integer and
return that integer. The function will stop
reading in characters as soon as the next
character to be read is an illegal character for
an integer.

b. set the external variable endoffile to 1 if
encounters EOF BEFORE any integer value can be
converted. Value returned in this case is not
defined.

c. set the external variable error to 1 if encounters
an illegal character BEFORE any integer value can
be converted. Value returned in this case is not
defined.

Legal characters for an integer:
an optional number of white space characters followed
by an optional negative sign '-' followed by one or
more digits.

2. getreal()

This function will skip white space and do one of the
following:
a. read in a sequence of legal characters for a

double from the standard input file and convert
that sequence of characters into a double and
return that double. The function will stop
reading in characters as soon as the next
character to be read is an illegal character for a
double.

b. set the external variable endoffile to 1 if
encounters EOF BEFORE any double value can be
converted. Value returned in this case is not
defined.

c. set the external variable error to 1 if encounters
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an illegal character BEFORE any double value can
be converted. Value returned in this case is not
defined.

Legal characters for a double:
an optional number of white space characters followed
by an optional negative sign '-' followed by any one
of the following: ddd

ddd.ddd
ddd.
.ddd

where d is any digit (the number of digits can be
any). Note that the period becomes an illegal
character for double if it is not preceded or
followed immediately by a digit.

3. putint(x)

This function will output the value of the dummy
parameter x as an integer to the standard output
file.

4. putreal(x)

This function will output the value of the dummy
parameter x as a double to the standard output file.

Note:
1. Your functions cannot use printf or scanf to read or

write NUMBERS.
2. I will write several driver programs to test your

functions. Therefore you should write driver
programs to test your functions thoroughly. One of
the driver programs that I will use is a program that
will: read in one integer, then read in one
character, then read in one double, then read in one
character, then echos all inputs. If your functions
are correct, the output should look something like:

Example run: (suppose input is: 12a23.45b)
The first integer is 12
The first character is a
The first double is 23.45
The second character is b

Example run: (suppose input is: 12 a23.45b)
The first integer is 12
The first character is blank
The first double is
--- illegal input, program halted ---

Example run: (suppose input is: 12a)
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The first integer is 12
The first character is a
The first double is

eof encountered, program halted ---

Hints:
1. This lab is quite difficult. So start early.
2. The difficulty is:

Suppose the input is 12a34.56b.
The getint() function reads in character 1 and 2 and
converts them to an integer, then it reads in the
character a and decides that it has encountered an
illegal character, therefore it stops and returns the
integer value 12. However, it has read one character
too far, since if the next operation is to read a
character, the character a should be returned. This
is an interesting problem. The solution has
something to do with the getchar() function. You
should write a function called getch() yourself which
calls getchar().

Programming Assignment 6

Many compilers when encounter an arithmetic expression
will first translate that expression into postfix
(reverse Polish) notation and then generate machine code
for that expression. (Generating machine code directly
from the infix expression is very difficult.) In this
Lab, we will try to write that portion of a compiler
which is responsible for compiling arithmetic
expressions for the following machine:

Assume a machine has one single register AC (the
accumulator, where all the machine computations take
place) and six instructions:
LD A which places the contents of A in AC
ST A which places the contents of AC into A
AD A which adds the contents of A into AC
SB A which subtracts the contents of A from AC
ML A which multiplies AC by the contents of A
DV A which divides AC by the contents of A

Design and code a C program which does the following
steps repeatedly until end of file is encountered:
a. accepts an infix expression which obeys the following

rules:
. allowed operators are: *, /, )

. operands can only be variables whose names consist
of any one uppercase letter

. one infix expression per line

. the infix expression is legal
b. convert the infix expression into postfix
c. generates a sequence of machine instructions to
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evaluate the expression and leave the result in AC
(use variables of the form TEMPn as temporary
variables, can assume at most 10 temporary variables
are needed)

EXAMPLE OUTPUT:

infix expression: A+B
postfix expression: AB+
machine code: LD A

AD B

infix expression: A+B*C
postfix expression: ALC*+
machine code: LD B

ML C
ST TEMPI
LD A
AD TEMPI

infix expression: (A+B*C)/(D-E)
postfix expression: ABC*+DE-/
output: LD B

ML C
ST TEMPI
LD A
AD TEMPI
ST TEMP2
LD D
SB E
ST TEMP3
LD TEMP2
DV TEMP3
ST TEMP4
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APPENDIX E

PROJECT GUIDELINES

Project Guidelines

For each project you will be required to hand in two
documents:

a. program listing
b. external documentation.

Project grades will be composed of the following parts:
a. Program correctness 25%

- Output is complete and correct
- Program accomplishes the assigned task

b. Program design 25%
- Algorithm is appropriate
- Data structures are well chosen
- Program is properly modularized

c. Program readability 25%
- Program has good spacing and indentation
- Identifiers are meaningful
- output is well organized and easy to

understand
d. Program documentation 25%

- External documentation is complete and clear
1. Pseudo-code design of the main program and

each subprogram.
- Internal comments are meaningful and adequate

Two types of internal comments are required:
1. Header comments placed at the beginning of

the main program and each subprogram (see
below).

2. Internal comments placed anywhere in the
code that help the reader to follow the
logic and design of the program.

The header comment for the main program should contain
at least the following items:

/******************************************************/
/* Program Description: */

/* What does the program do, what is its purpose */
/* */
/* Input : Describe the input to the program */

/* */
/* Output : Describe the output of the program */
/******************************************************/
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The header comment for each subprogram should contain at
least the following items:
/******************************************************/
/* Procedure Description: */

/* What does the procedure do, what is its purpose*/
/* */
/* Input : Describe the input to the procedure */

/* */
/* Output : Describe the output of the procedure */

/* */
/* Parameters : Describe the parameters used */

/* */

/* Global variables : */

/* Describe the global variables used */

/* */
/* precondition : Describe the conditions of the */

/* parameters and globals that must */

/* hold before the procedure is called */
/* */
/* postcondition : Describe the conditions of the */

/* parameters and globals that must */
/* hold after the procedure is */

/* finished */
/******************************************************/
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APPENDIX F

DATA COLLECTION

Data I.

sub lab

Data for

nonblank
sourceline
line word

literate programs

nonblank
commentline

char line word char

comment/code
in
line word char

1 5 263 618 3591 139 849 5111 .53 1.37 1.42
2 5 295 835 4367 255 2060 13431 .86 2.47 3.08
3 5 339 788 4429 273 1429 9117 .81 1.81 2.06
4 5 260 832 4866 97 708 4453 .37 .85 .92
5 5 158 551 3201 273 1632 9827 1.73 2.96 3.07
6 5 318 743 3941 481 3052 19343 1.51 4.11 4.91
7 5 273 610 3642 296 1699 9973 1.08 2.79 2.74
8 5 366 821 4409 431 2262 14409 1.18 2.76 3.27
9 6 233 649 4348 256 1565 11417 1.10 2.41 2.63
10 6 179 450 3285 206 1737 11742 1.15 3.86 3.57
11 6 279 860 4696 237 1943 12319 .85 2.26 2.62
12 6 201 520 3359 227 1352 7517 1.13 2.60 2.24
13 6 227 573 3421 173 869 5840 .76 1.52 1.71
14 6 302 733 4046 317 1802 11605 1.05 2.46 2.87
15 6 258 681 4613 285 1532 9744 1.10 2.25 2.11
16 6 162 446 2578 127 620 4067 .78 1.39 1.58

average 257 669 3925 255 1569 9995 1.00 2.37 2.55
std dev 61 138 650 .34 .87 .96
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Data II. Data for traditional programs

nonblank nonblank comment/code
sourceline commentline in

sub lab line word char line word char line word char

9 5 406 993 6626 389 1841 13522 .96 1.85 2.04
10 5 351 914 5501 113 561 3680 .32 .61 .67
11 5 292 689 4167 185 947 5950 .63 1.37 1.43
12 5 277 721 4131 300 1421 10927 1.08 1.97 2.65
13 5 246 744 3854 281 1382 8955 1.14 1.86 2.32
14 5 198 621 3304 103 598 3708 .52 .96 1.12
15 5 335 828 4355 302 1621 10131 .90 1.96 2.33
16 5 284 773 5025 528 1843 12588 1.86 2.38 2.51
1 6 195 401 2489 69 338 2339 .35 .84 .94
2 6 171 462 2627 110 468 3009 .64 1.01 1.15
3 6 215 503 2882 71 357 2063 .33 .71 .72
4 6 209 521 3522 134 746 5021 .64 1.43 1.43
5 6 301 861 6053 321 1230 9262 1.07 1.43 1.53
6 6 271 782 4410 427 2215 14774 1.58 2.83 3.35
7 6 192 482 3200 197 897 5768 1.03 1.86 1.80
8 6 331 920 5667 426 1621 9159 1.29 1.76 1.62

average 267 701 4238 247 1130 7554 .90 1.55 1.73
std dev 68 184 1249 .47 .62 .76
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APPENDIX G

ANALYSIS RESULTS

Data III. Data for literate programs

number nonblank
of commentline line/ word/ char/

sub lab comment line word char comment comment comment

1 5 35 139 849 5111 3.97 24.26 146.03
2 5 27 255 2060 13431 9.44 76.30 497.44
3 5 29 273 1429 9117 9.41 49.28 314.38
4 5 12 97 708 4453 8.08 59.00 371.08
5 5 21 273 1632 9827 13.00 77.71 467.95
6 5 56 481 3052 19343 8.59 54.50 345.41
7 5 26 296 1699 9973 11.38 65.35 383.58
8 5 42 431 2262 14409 10.26 53.86 343.07
9 6 76 256 1565 11417 3.37 20.59 150.22
10 6 32 206 1737 11742 6.44 54.28 366.94
11 6 23 237 1943 12319 10.30 84.48 535.61
12 6 20 227 1352 7517 11.35 67.60 375.85
13 6 28 173 869 5840 6.18 31.04 208.57
14 6 33 317 1802 11605 9.61 54.61 351.67
15 6 38 285 1532 9744 7.50 40.32 256.42
16 6 17 127 620 4067 7.47 36.47 239.24

average 32 255 1569 9995 8.52 53.10 334.59
std dev 16 2.64 18.90 113.35
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Data IV. Data for traditional programs

number nonblank
of commentline line/ word/ char/

sub lab comment line word char comment comment comment

9 5 101 389 1841 13522 3.85 18.23 133.88
10 5 86 113 561 3680 1.31 6.52 42.79
11 5 79 185 947 5950 2.34 11.99 75.32
12 5 63 300 1421 10927 4.76 22.56 173.44
13 5 58 281 1382 8955 4.84 23.83 154.40
14 5 55 103 598 3708 1.87 10.87 67.42
15 5 102 302 1621 10131 2.96 15.89 99.32
16 5 83 528 1843 12588 6.36 22.2U 151.66
1 6 67 69 338 2339 1.03 5.04 34.91
2 6 36 110 468 3009 3.06 13.00 83.58
3 6 22 71 357 2063 3.23 16.23 93.77
4 6 24 134 746 5021 5.58 31.08 209.21
5 6 58 321 1230 9262 5.53 21.21 159.69
6 6 85 427 2215 14774 5.02 26.06 173.81
7 6 48 197 897 5768 4.10 18.69 120.17
8 6 97 426 1621 9159 4.39 16.71 94.42

average 67 247 1130 7554 3.76 17.51 116.74
std dev 26 1.59 7.01 50.70
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APPENDIX H

ANALYSIS RESULTS CONTINUED

Data V. Data for

subject program

literate programs

number of comments that
include include are
how example inconsistent

1 5 0 0 0

2 5 0 0 0

3 5 0 0 0

4 5 0 0 0

5 5 2 1 0

6 5 5 1 0

7 5 1 0 0

8 5 0 0 0

9 6 4 2 0

10 6 10 1 0

11 6 2 0 0

12 6 1 0 0

13 6 0 0 0

14 6 0 0 0

15 6 0 0 0

16 6 0 0 0

Data VI. Number of

literate

Inconsistencies

traditional

0 1

0 0

0 3

0 2

0 0

0 0

0 1

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 2

0 0
0 0

0 1

0 0

0 0
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Data VII. Program grades

literate traditional

78 85
72 88
90 93
90 94
82 90
100 92
88 90
78 90
96 88
97 88
97 92
94 92
90 95
92 80
92 92
92 88

average 89.25 89.81
std dev 7.89 3.71




